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PREFACE
These are the proceedings of the ‘Changing sceneries, changing roles’
Media Management Seminar held on Friday 19th and Saturday 20th of March
2004, in the beautiful 18th century building ‘Felix Meritis’ in the centre of
Amsterdam. The FIAT/IFTA Media Management Commission organised the
seminar as a follow-up to the first Media Management conference held in 1998
in London. The BBC hosted the first seminar, the Netherlands Institute for
Sound and Vision the second.
Back in 1998 the audiovisual world had already undergone rapid changes
owing to the foreseen and ongoing digitization. It has since become clear that
these changes will also deeply affect the work and work environment of the
audiovisual archives. Some pioneers, like the BBC, SVT and RAI broadcast
archives, have already started to reorganise their workflow, eventually resulting
in greater integration within the broadcast production environment. These
transformations imply that archival tasks are changing too, sometimes radically.
Archivists have to find their way in a new world, where essence is no longer
tangible, where metadata are imported automatically and where discussions of
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quality and quantity are an everyday occurrence.
These ongoing transformations in the field of audiovisual archiving prompted
the Media Management Commission, at the annual FIAT/IFTA conference in
September 2003 in Brussels, to organise a second seminar. This was to reflect
on the changing sceneries and roles of the archive, and target audiovisual
documentalists, archivists, librarians, archive editors, cataloguers, and in general
the audiovisual archive middle management. The most striking changes are
expected to take place at this level.
The seminar registration forms vividly illustrated the diversity of job descriptions
in the various audiovisual archives. These are likely to be replaced by new job
descriptions more closely linked to the future position and tasks of the archive
employee. The seminar addressed whether these people will be media managers, media editors or media archivists. But the most important issues were
the future job profile and the position archive and archivists will hold within the
organisation as a whole, particularly in the broadcasting environment. As it
happens, the emphasis during the seminar was on the broadcast archives
rather than on the national audiovisual archives.
The main goals of the seminar were to exchange experiences and improve
and share knowledge. Changes are much easier to cope with given familiarity
with new developments and the ability to exchange collective doubts, worries
and hopes with colleagues. Knowledge enables archivists to see pitfalls (and
avoid them), but also to recognize the challenges and opportunities of new
situations. Reflection on one’s own job, now and in the future, often provides
much needed motivation. Although a lot is going to change, the organizing
committee strongly believes there is still an important role for the archivist.
In preparing the seminar, we identified a number of topics directly linked to
current developments in audiovisual archiving: file-based broadcast production,
integration of archiving tasks in the production environment, automation of
metadata import, automated indexing, new methods of search and retrieval of
the archive’s catalogue, increasing user participation and a changing job profile.
In anticipation of the discussions on these subjects, we formulated five major
questions:
1.
What are the consequences of file-based production for the traditional
archive workflow and for the archive’s position in the organisation?
2.
How will the role of the traditional audiovisual cataloguer/documentlist/
librarian change when the archive becomes an integral part of the
broadcast production workflow?
3.
What is the added value of the traditional cataloguer in an environment
of intelligent search engines, peer-to-peer networks and user annotation
and participation?
4.
Will automated indexing eventually replace manual annotation and
cataloguing?
5.
What will be the future job profile of the audiovisual archivist?
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These questions were transposed into five themes, to be discussed in five
consecutive seminar sessions. We searched for different international
speakers for each theme. We wanted lecturers who have actually experienced
current changes in their work environment, as well as scientific researchers
and engineers who could explain and clarify the state of the art in research
and technology. We invited seventeen speakers. In order to place the various
presentations and themes in context, we sought a chair to act as a lubricant
throughout the seminar. We found an excellent one in Menno Helmus, not only
a producer and a presenter of television programmes, but also deeply involved
in the coming digitization of the Dutch public broadcasting production and
transmission process. During the seminar he distilled propositions from every
topic and theme and presented these to the audience in the discussions which
closed each thematic block and the seminar as a whole. The audience were
invited to vote for or against every proposition using green and red cards.
We considered it very useful to record the knowledge and conclusions presented
at the seminar. We chose to compile extensive proceedings, structured according to the seminar lay-out. Words of welcome from Edwin van Huis, general
director of the Netherlands Institute for Sound and Vision, and Henry Lindqvist,
chair of the FIAT/IFTA Media Management Commission, are followed by a
summary of all contributions and the various discussions throughout the seminar.
The initial reports were compiled during the seminar by three graduate students
taking the recently inaugurated Preservation and Presentation of the Moving
Image international MA at the Media and Culture department of the University
of Amsterdam (UvA). In the concluding chapters, Annemieke de Jong, member
of the organizing committee, reviews the various seminar discussions and in
the Epilogue she evaluates the results of the seminar in broad terms. She also
advances some questions worth considering with regard to the further developments in our field.
With all the changing sceneries, changing tools and changing roles, there is
much at stake for the employees of audiovisual archives everywhere. We think
working life will be easier if we understand these changes. We therefore hope
that it will be enlightening for the seminar participants to be able to re-read the
subject matter. We sincerely hope that this collection will also reach as many
as possible of those involved in the field of audiovisual archiving who were not
able to attend the seminar.

The organizing committee
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WORD OF WELCOME
by Edwin van Huis general director of the
N e t h e r l a n d s I n s t i t u t e f o r S o u n d a n d Vi s i o n

Ladies and Gentlemen,
It is wonderful to see you all here in Amsterdam for this Media Management
seminar, organised by FIAT/IFTA and the Netherlands Institute for Sound and
Vision. There was so much interest we had to turn people down, because
safety regulations in this building do not allow more people in this room than
we have here today.
The interest in this seminar marks a period of profound changes for the broadcast
industry, and the archive in particular. After a hundred years of documenting
and collecting the products of the industry at the end of the production chain,
the archive is moving into the centre of production. And after years of discussing
digitization of the workflow, these changes are actually taking place in most
western countries. For us in the archive, this will have an enormous impact on
our work. It fills us with excitement as well as with anxiety. In that sense, our
meeting place, this building called Felix Meritis, is an appropriate venue.
In 1777, the citizens of Amsterdam established the Felix Meritis Society for the
advancement of arts and sciences. In 1787, the year the foundation stone of
Felix Meritis was laid, the political and ideological tension in the Netherlands
was acute. In the 17th century the Netherlands was the world’s leading economy
and the world’s leading military power, establishing trade and colonies all over
the globe. But in the 18th century this position was lost to a great extent. In
Holland there was a characteristic and deep feeling that the nation was in
decline. The enlightened citizens who founded Felix Meritis were convinced
that the answer lay in establishing an open society that welcomed independent
thinking, the transfer of knowledge and enjoyment of the arts. This is the place
where opinions are formed and where the results of the exchange of ideas on
art, culture, science and society contribute to cultural and political co-operation,
whether it is through the processes of European integration or the development of international cultural networks.
And that is what I hope we can do here today and tomorrow. To help us achieve
that goal we have found an outstanding chairman to lead us through the
discussions. His name is Menno Helmus, and he works for public television.
He is the host of a Saturday night television show, and has been working as a
programme maker for a long time. And on top of that he is one of the most
prominent advocates of the digitization process currently taking place in Dutch
broadcasting. We are very happy to have him.
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I cede the floor to Henry Lindqvist, who most of you will know as the chairman
of the FIAT/IFTA Media Management Commission.
I hope you have a very stimulating conference.

Edwin van Huis
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WELCOME SPEECH
by Henry Lindqvist
c h a i r o f t h e F I AT / I F TA M e d i a M a n a g e m e n t C o m m i s s i o n

Dear audience,
On behalf of the FIAT/IFTA Media Management Commission, I would like to
wish you a very warm welcome to this two day seminar in this beautiful building
in the gorgeous city of Amsterdam.
This is the second seminar of this type arranged by a FIAT/IFTA commission.
The first was in 1998 hosted by BBC in London, under the heading of Digital
Workflow through Production and Documentation. Very familiar. After this
success, it was decided to hold a similar seminar every year but for one reason
or another it took some six years to arrange the next one here and now.
In 1998, the changes in workflow due to digitization were still largely in the
planning stage and we could not really estimate what the impact would be.
But we could foresee great changes. Major developments have taken place,
systems have been built, environments have indeed become digital and we
have been able to take stock of the technological changes around us. But
many personal and organizational questions remain about our positions in this
new environment. This is the main reason for this seminar; to exchange ideas
and try to find answers to these questions.
With the global digitization in our television production area, the audiovisual
world around us is changing rapidly. We hear this over and over again. But is
the change, in practical terms, really happening very fast? As long as ten years
ago many specialists claimed that videotape was dead and there was no point
in buying VCR’s any longer. In the year 2004, we still consume enormous
numbers of videotapes and the file-based only archiving of television programmes is just taking its first steps. The trend in that direction is inevitable but the
speed of its progress anything other than demanding.
For audiovisual archives, digitization means a different role and a different
position in the broadcast production environment. After traditionally being the
last point in a long production chain, the final station for the programme, television archives will be in the middle of the whole production process delivering,
retrieving, storing, preserving, transferring and making acquisition of material
easier for programme makers than before. This implies that archivists’ job
descriptions are changing, sometimes quite radically, to cope with the new
challenges. Archivists in particular have to find their way in a new world, where
essence is no longer tangible, where pieces of metadata information are
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imported automatically from a number of different sources depending upon the
type of programme, and where discussions of quality, quantity and costs are
an everyday occurrence.
Several fascinating new phenomena have arisen. When we talk about restoring
and transferring old formats to newer ones we obviously risk losing some of
our original material because the amount of material to be transferred is
enormous and the costs of a 100% safe and secure transfer so huge we have
to automate part of this process and perhaps accept partial deterioration of
programme content quality.
The technology for creating and delivering digital content has developed to a
point where it looks like almost everything is possible. In the broadcasting field,
opportunities exist to deliver content in multiple formats and through a great
variety of channels. The globalisation of the media industry opens opportunities
for new business models and alternative revenue. The value of managing and
repurposing one’s video and audio content or assets is clear. We are rich if we
possess enormous amounts of programme material in our archives, compared
to many commercial television stations who have to buy all the material they
produce and transmit. Before the digital era, programmes used to be created
and then distributed to a single source. Today, digital technology enables broadcasters to multicast their content through several channels – over the air,
via cable, satellite, internet, PDA’s (personal digital assistant/devices), mobile
phones and even DVD distribution.
We cannot then avoid a term with many definitions: the MAM (Media Asset
Management) system, the king of content management. We require elegant
ways of knowing what material we have in our archives, where it is and how
accessible it is. What we can do with it and how. But defining the ultimate or
complete MAM we want is extremely difficult. Users desperately struggle to
clearly define their needs and vendors have difficulty in providing solutions that
meet users’ actual needs. Clear ROI’s are hard to establish. The consensus
seems to be that MAM is predominantly an IT discipline; hard to define with
any precision; and in any case immature technology. Broadcasters get quotes
from manufacturers with enormous variations in prices.
All in all, MAM system descriptions present an intriguing contrast between
solutions offered by manufacturers and consultants, who describe reliable
technology as an absolute necessity, and the relatively small number of ‘real
world’ projects in this area. There is also a paradox between the large number
of European TV stations who see MAM as their next major project, and the
fact that almost all of them see MAM as a long-term goal.
Anyhow, it seems that the technology to build MAM systems that meet most
users’ specific needs is starting to become available. Locally it is now up to us
to sit down and examine the number of different workflows we have in our
production environment and hopefully arrive at some generic solutions. We
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must clearly define the new opportunities accompanying the new technology in
order to cut out stages in our usually quite complicated production workflows.
To achieve this, it is extremely important that documentalists and engineers
collaborate to exploit the opportunities and possibilities the new technology
can offer and eliminate awkward functional models and data models. Cooperation with documentalists in a technology-intensive development project
also lowers the threshold to using new technology and accepting new workflows.
The time attitudes take to change is shorter.
In examining the workflows, it is of great importance to look at the metadata
workflow. The first information on a programme is probably generated during
the production planning stage. The same original data should stay as keywords
throughout the whole production process. Data will be added during the process
and the television programme will ultimately consist of a complete package – for
example wrapped in an MXF format - including metadata, sound, picture and
additional data information. This programme file will then have a file header
including metadata for material recognition, labelling and identification, cataloguing and access information for retrieval and transmission purposes.
These issues will be examined and presented more deeply this afternoon and
tomorrow. We will see practical examples of working systems and projects as
a result of using new digital technology and changing the old working models
and methods into new workflows.
Finally I would like to express my deepest thanks to the committee for the
great job you have done in organizing this seminar: Annemieke de Jong,
Irmgard Noordhoek, Eva-Lis Green, Jacqui Gupta and Giorgio Dimino.
Have a great seminar.

Henry Lindqvist
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THE AUDIOVISUAL PRODUCTION
AND ARCHIVE ENVIRONMENT
Report by Stefan Acquilina

ARCHIVES: A NEW START?
(Philip Laven)
Most broadcasters have historically underinvested in archives. New
technologies promise to give archives a central role within the production
environment, but there are many problems to be resolved, technical but
most of all organisational. Successful implementation of digital production
and archiving requires an interdisciplinary approach, involving active cooperation between archivists, production staff and engineers.
In his seminar speech Philip Laven facetiously described his role as director of
the Technical Department of the European Broadcasting Union (EBU) as that
of ‘high priest of technology’ on the one hand, and as ‘chief Luddite’ on the
other hand. In the first role he explains the benefits of new technologies, and
persuades senior managers to make major investments in new unproven technology. As ‘chief Luddite’ he supports people who shudder at the very thought of
all this new technology. In this respect he teaches particularly non-technical
people that ‘new’ is not always ‘better’, and explains that implementation of
new technologies is a risky venture, involving technical, financial and staff
problems. In this double role Laven is trying to develop a realistic approach to
the new technological developments.
Many people regard archives as unexciting, unglamorous and above all unimportant. Of course this is not true. Archives are very important, because they
contain material of great social, cultural and historical value. Archives are actually of crucial importance to broadcasters, but they have historically underinvested in them, preferring short-time benefits to the long-term investment.
Broadcasters are worried about the escalating costs of archiving in an era of
cost cutting.
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Most broadcast archives started on a small scale with only a few people filing
films or tapes. Subsequently they grew bigger and bigger, and eventually they
became so large that they needed complex processes to select material for
archiving, produce indexes or catalogues, and to manage the use of archive
material. Storage requirements often became so extensive that archives had to
be moved to a separate site. This means that they are remote from the users,
i.e. the broadcasters. As a result the archive stock loses value through not
being immediately accessible to the programme makers.
And now, new technologies are changing the archives dramatically.
Broadcasters will rapidly switch to server-based archives. The main reason is
that it makes archive stock much more easily accessible. To date financial
considerations have hindered this development. For a long time the cost ratio
between disks and tapes favoured the latter. But over the last couple of years
the prices of these different types of media storage have grown closer: previously
highly expensive hard disks show a predictable trend of descending prices,
whilst the price of magnetic tape has remained stable. Nowadays there is no
longer any significant difference in price between disks and tapes.
Broadcasters have long used magnetic tapes because of their relative cheapness. However, this linear medium does not offer rapid access to the actual
material. Furthermore, the physical tape can only be used by one customer at
a time, whereas servers can support many simultaneous users. So now tape is
losing its cost advantage, broadcasters will change to servers and random
access devices.
With the new digital systems, broadcast archives in the future will not only
store the completed programmes. All raw material will also immediately be
delivered to server-based archives, and thus become available to simultaneous
users for editing. This means that server-based archiving will become the heart
of the production process instead of a peripheral support activity. These developments will have an enormous impact on the archive.
New technologies promise to afford the archive a central role within the production environment, but this does not mean that all current problems will instantly
be solved. The technical issues are very complex, as will be the financial challenges and organisational changes needed to achieve the maximum benefit
from the new technologies. Many problems inherent in the old technologies will
continue to exist: incompatible standards, multiple and obsolete tape formats
and deteriorating films and tapes. Over and above these come the problems of
new technologies: more incompatible standards, untried technologies and
escalating costs and delays.
The new broadcast archive will certainly not be free from major problems.
Caveat emptor, let the buyer beware, Laven warned his audience, because
computer-based systems do not always deliver what they promise and are
often seriously over the budget. In addition to that, successful implementation
of digital systems requires an interdisciplinary approach, involving active
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cooperation between archivists, engineers, ICT-experts and programme production staff. Finally, the new systems will change the archival workflow and consequently change archival jobs dramatically. Even the name ‘archive’ is likely
to be altered. But, there is also a great opportunity for a new beginning. Pilot
projects can foster the new processes, and prove the benefits of digital systems.
They are also an important argument in persuading the archive directors to
invest more into their archives. Laven said archives should prove the benefits
through pilot projects, prove that archive usage will increase, prove that the
technology is feasible, and prove that it is possible to predict the costs and that
the investment is financially sound. So, Laven concluded, server-based
systems offer huge benefits, but the transition will not be easy. He remains
both ‘high priest of technology’ and ‘chief Luddite’ for the time being.

P H I L I P L AV E N
Philip Laven is Director of the Technological Department of the European
Broadcasting Union (EBU), the umbrella organisation that represents the interests
of 71 European national public broadcasters. He previously worked for the
BBC as Chief Engineer Research & Development and as Controller of
Engineering Policy, playing a leading role in BBC’s policy on many technical
developments. Within EBU, Laven is active in several initiatives for European
standards for broadcasting systems, among them the ETS/EBU/CENELEC
Joint Technical Committee.
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DIGITAL ARCHIVING:
CONCEPTS AND TECHNOLOGIES
(Giorgio Dimino)
What are the main concepts of IT-based audiovisual archives in the broadcast environment? Giorgio Dimino discussed the change of perspective
from media preservation to content preservation and its impact on current
business practice, touching upon technological and organisational
aspects. Business model considerations have been introduced. Dimino
gave his lecture against the context of the RAI MultiMedia Catalogue.
Until a couple of years ago, getting access to the RAI archive was quite difficult.
The catalogue provided the user only with textual data on the programmes,
often with a confusing lack of readability for those unfamiliar with the system.
The information was difficult to comprehend. The screen displayed a title with
no specifications plus some information on the tape carrier and transmission
date. But, six years ago a new multimedia catalogue was introduced. It contains
video, audio and production information, as well as annotation facilities. It is
now possible for the user to search and select the material through free text
and structured queries, to navigate between and within programmes and collections, and to preview or pre-listen video, audio and key frames at internet
(i.e. low res) quality.
Unlike the old system, the new one separates all kinds of information into sections and links, which makes it more user-friendly. It now provides information
on the many different aspects and features of the programmes. This improvement has shown that archive traffic has multiplied. The large volume of archive
traffic, however, does not automatically mean more actual use of the archive
material. A survey carried out by RAI showed that only 20 percent of the
requested material is selected for actual re-use. Further improvement on search
methods is of paramount importance, since this may well reduce the imbalance
between the quantity of archive traffic and the quantity of actual re-use of the
material.
The two main objectives of archive management are preservation and
access/exploitation. In order to make content available to users and customers,
it is necessary to keep the assets alive. These hold an important cultural value
and even business value for the archive. Income generated from exploiting the
assets can be used for preservation. Other than in the past, however, the
archive has learned that preserving the physical media is an illusion. Migration
of content to easy to handle formats is preferable to indefinite preservation of
obsolescent and brittle media. These should be formats which cannot be
destroyed when copied, and which can be used in automated copying processes.
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Modern information technologies have great advantages for media archiving.
Management and migration can be automated, as can verification of media
preservation status. This means the system is able to identify what state the
material is in, and whether the error rate is increasing. In addition, digital technology and the accompanying compression techniques will shrink the physical
size of the archive. Consequently, less storage accommodation is needed,
even when new material is added. Reducing the volume of archive material
presents an attractive cost reduction, assuming that the organisation keeps up
with technology. But, although it is clear that the new technology is excellent
for digitally born assets, the analogue legacy formats first require digitization.
This will be a long-term project, and an expensive one. Moreover, there
remains a risk of brittle media being damaged or even destroyed during the
process. Nevertheless, at this very moment RAI is preserving its audio legacy
material in an automated and industrialized fashion through the Presto Audio
Transcription Station. It is derived from the European preservation technology
project for broadcast archives: Presto.
Digital preservation, however, does not automatically improve access to the
audiovisual material. Access performance is driven by two main factors: firstly,
the time needed for retrieval and selection of the footage, and secondly, the
time needed to make the selection available to the user in the requested format.
As far as retrieval is concerned, its granularity depends on the content genre
and the foreseen usage. In a broadcast archive like RAI, programme makers,
the main users, are likely to want to search in the distinguished archive collections of sports events, news stories, main television programmes,
fiction/movies, radio programmes and music tracks. To enable them to do so,
proper documentation models must be designed to support the required retrieval
granularity. This may force the archive to re-document all of its content.
Selection cannot be accomplished without viewing the retrieved results. It is
clear though, that the viewing of high-resolution digitized content or master
analogue tapes are both very expensive and time consuming. On the other
hand, multimedia documentation based on key frames and low res copies provides cheap and fast selection of footage, which may be subsequently delivered
to the user’s desktop. Delivery requires adaptation of the archive’s content
format to the user’s needs, which involves file formats, video encoding formats
and transport bandwidth availability. In particularly, keeping large video archives
online in broadcast production quality requires a broad bandwidth (e.g. 50
mbit/s) along with massive storage capacity.
An analysis of the technical evolution of broadcast archives by the European
Broadcast Union (EBU) taught us that modern information technology holds the
greatest promise. It will produce increased integration of the archive with the
broadcast production process. Digital archive formats will be directly related to
production formats. Content Management Systems (CMS) are introduced to
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handle the information processes, i.e. to manage essence and metadata consistently. Such CMS’s provide several dual possibilities for asset management.
They map documentation to programmes, and essence to physical media or to
media files. The same documentation applies to many several essence versions. Metadata models the information.
This whole process of transformation to a digital environment will dramatically
change broadcast production and particularly the archive environment. The
RAI experience of introducing a new digital infrastructure for preservation of
and access to audiovisual information has been very positive so far. Legacy
material is migrated to digital formats and archive use has doubled. But, as
Dimino pointed out, these changes are not easy to achieve. Organisations
have to think very carefully before starting such a venture.
This is why Dimino made some recommendations in his conclusion. Generally,
he said, any change in the established practice or current infrastructure has to
be driven by business requirements. The organisation therefore needs to analyse itself and ask which business requirements are not satisfied by the current
archive organisation. Is it retrieval performance or asset formats? Is it the preservation status or the organisation itself? Next, the archive should analyse
exactly how the introduction of new technologies can be used to remove bottlenecks. Subsequently, user requirements must be defined. Only then can a plan
of action be devised, preferably starting with objectives that provide tangible
results with limited investment. The original assumptions of the transition project
should be periodically assessed with the aid of benchmarks and monitoring of
any changes in the context. Finally, it is crucial that the objectives and ambitions of the project are shared by all potential participants. To this end, it is
necessary to involve all relevant people throughout the project, and to convince
them of the merits of the new system.

PRESTO Audio Transcription Station (from: presentation Dimino)
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A MAJOR BROADCASTERS’ PERSPECTIVE
ON THE CHANGES CAUSED BY MEDIA
MANAGEMENT TECHNOLOGY
( R i c h a r d Wr i g h t )
The position and role of archives is changing, as are the roles of the
archive staff. Traditional divisions between roles in organisations shift,
as some of the technologies begin to offer functionality and services that
are faster, better and, perhaps, cheaper. Richard Wright presented the
views of a major broadcaster like the BBC on digital production and
archive developments.
The BBC archives store hundreds of thousands hours of television and radio
programmes, a hundred million documents, millions of photographs and newspaper cuttings. It has more than a million commercial music recordings and
millions of items of sheet music. The BBC caters to high demand for services
based on this priceless collection. Wright maintained that if the archive does
not turn its assets into a business, it will not be able to deliver a service. The
BBC archives receive over 9,000 enquiries each week and it loans 25,000
items a week. The material is mainly used by BBC programme productions.
There have been many changes over the years. The archive manager saw a
shift from paper documentation to computers; the user saw the move from
telephone requests to an online catalogue; and the engineer saw the back end
of the archive system convert to digital assets, information management requirements, and workflow integration throughout the BBC.
Three years ago, BBC archives introduced a rudimentary version of a multimedia catalogue, containing a semi-integrated database. It presents textual
information on the programmes, as well as still photographs and online audio
in a compressed format. The most important change, however, was a general
shift to digital archival production. BBC archives made an earlier attempt back
in 1995, but this proved to be too early. The time was not yet ripe for the cooperation between archive and broadcasting process, essential for implementing
a new digital infrastructure. Only when production shifts to digital are digital
assets produced. By now, the archive has adopted digital preservation workflow. That is to say, it is transferring analogue media into digital, but these still
sit on shelves, i.e. on DVD’s. The next digital revolution, as Wright pointed out,
will move them from shelves to servers.
Another important change at the BBC archives was the shift in jobs: archivists
became media asset managers. Digital assets require a specific form of information management, affecting the entire company: not just the archive department but the whole broadcasting production workflow. Media asset managers
work directly on production systems. They manage electronic storage and
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audit media and document management. They also introduce new electronic
information management systems. In fact, the media asset manager guards
against loss of material in the broadcasting production environment. He therefore uses his professional information management skills to develop transparent procedures for production staff’s use of metadata. Moreover, he trains programme makers to use consistent data formats and promotes the benefits of
the new working method.
Media asset managers work on all kinds of archival and broadcast production
projects. Basically, the true nature of media asset management is a philosophy
rather than a system. It is presumed to capture and manage assets, and capture metadata, such as copyright information, programme documentation etc.
But media asset management is also about managing the media lifecycle concept through to the production process, about setting standards for interoperability and about exchanging views. Finally, media management demands creative thinking about the asset’s lifecycle and its re-use potential and clear handling
of copyrights.
Continuing digitisation necessitates the construction of larger systems. User
numbers are ever growing - from hundreds to thousands within the BBC alone.
Larger systems and more users result in more import and export of data, meaning more data movement between systems. Layers higher than the systems
will be developed, integrating systems rather than data. Standards will move
from common data models to common methods of federation and from the
metadata standards to meta-metadata standards. Communication between the
different IT departments throughout the broadcasting company is necessary to
meet these challenges. The appointment of a third party to manage these different groups of experts is a general trend across the industry. Media management and media production will be increasingly integrated. Digital assets are
much easier to lose than conventional media carriers. Media asset management
is more than ever before required throughout the whole broadcasting process.
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AUTOMATED IMPORT OF
‘PRODUCTION’ METADATA
R e p o r t b y C h i n g Ye e L a i

THE ARCHIVE IS EVERYWHERE AND NOWHERE
(Eva-Lis Green)
Swedish Television (SVT) has entered the digital era and is on course for
a 100% file-based production, transmission and archive environment in
2006. Implementation plans, organisational changes and demands will be
discussed, including new roles in the company. The focus lies on the
archive organisation facilitating a ‘flexible information management’ environment. But how to turn old problems into new challenges?
From the year 2000 onwards SVT has been working on producing, broadcasting and archiving in a digital platform. It is scheduled to operate completely
in a file and server environment by 2006: a digital on-line archive. SVT aims
for a flexible information management system at that point in which production
can be delivered to the central storage server, and files along with formats are
standardized for both import and export to central storage and other sources.
Implementation requires development of a strategic system and metadata
standard. The SVT standard will be based on the OAIS model, an existing
archive information model which structures the flow of information and files
and the interface between the production and central storage. The process
also refines the metadata. The conversion to the digital working platform is
mainly a system integration. The media asset management system integrates
all supporting systems such as economies, planning, graphics and stills and
the search engine.
At the outset of the new digital workflow SVT faced a number of problems: the
production metadata were substandard; production information was frequently
absent; the frequent conversion of files required additional support; rules and
strategies had not been drafted; and frequent organizational and personnel
changes hampered restructuring. In response to those problems SVT changed
its policy. The organisation clarified the relationship between the broadcaster/-
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publisher and the production side. Guidelines, rules and strategies needed to
be tightened up to strengthen the organisation. SVT set up terms of delivery
agreed at the very start of the programme project, including documentation.
These stricter terms require the availability of metadata such as titles, file formats,
time codes and subtitles three days before transmission.
One of the main results of SVT’s development in the digital environment is the
disappearance of the archive as a term and a department. The archive shifts
from its traditional role in documentation to various roles throughout the broadcast production process. In the future it will play a key role in central media
management. To start with, it manages all media files during and after production, working together with the programme director and the planning director.
It preserves broadcast stock, raw material and historical material as files in the
media asset management system (MAM). In the realm of production, it provides customer service to the programme makers, conducts research for them
and takes care of digitization and migration. Finally, it manages the process of
publication, i.e. checks all programmes before transmission and runs the sales
department. All this means that the professional role of the archivist has been
transformed into a set of new roles: as media asset manager, documentation
and preservation strategy manager, broadcast stock planner, media controller
and customer services media manager.
In the digital broadcasting environment, the archive no longer operates at the
end of the chain, but is integrated throughout the production and transmission
process. The archive has become bits and bytes in cyberspace and seems to
be nowhere, but is in fact everywhere. The most important service it provides
to the broadcasting company is the enforcement of strategies, rules and regulations from the very start of the production process, in order to prevent information and material from disappearing.
In the end, all these changes to the new digital environment provide much higher
quality information on content and material. They also expand rights management and extend media asset revenues. And last but not least, the archivist’s
new role as a media manager entails more challenging and interesting tasks,
alongside the responsibility for existing analogue stock. The profession’s profile
is changing, but there is a lot of work to be done in the coming years.
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New functions: Central Media Management
(from: presentation Green)
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DUTCH BROADCASTERS TO SHARE METADATA
(Hanneke Smulders)
During the assembly of a huge digital infrastructure, all major Dutch
public broadcasters, the NOB (a Dutch cross media facility company)
and the Netherlands Institute for Sound and Vision have joined forces to
develop a metadata standard for the production and archive environment.
It was drafted within a few months. Hanneke Smulders collaborated in
this project. What were the main goals and steps in this process, what
obstacles were encountered and where did it all lead?
The metadata project is part of the DDV project (a digital facilities project). The
DDV project is designed to create a complete digital workflow within and between all 20 Dutch public broadcasting companies and between them and the
national archive at the Netherlands Institute for Sound and Vision in order to
optimize the exchange of programme essence and metadata for re-use. It consists of a central repository for storing video content 10 days before and 15
after broadcasting. After transmission the system will transfer high-res essence,
browse essence, key frames and metadata to the long-term archive of the
Netherlands Institute for Sound and Vision. The project can be symbolized as
a traffic circle, in which all parties involved can exchange the assets of programme essence and metadata.
These objectives will bring about a total change of scenery and the role of the
documentalist. This involves not only the documentalists at the broadcasting
companies, but also those at the Netherlands Institute for Sound and Vision
because pre-archiving of television programmes will be part of the production
and broadcasting process.
‘Write once, use many’ is the principle for building a metadata exchange standard. The DDV project initially explored the scope of the metadata standard,
which includes scheduling, encoding, traffic control and play out, transcoding,
publicity for television programmes and pre-archiving. The Netherlands
Institute for Sound and Vision was behind another important step. This was the
formulation of criteria for the inclusion of exchange metadata: requirements for
television production and transmission, possible multi-party usage and efficiency
of the process.
After identifying the parties involved, interviews were conducted for the construction of the metadata exchange standard. The participants were asked
what metadata they used during which activity in the production process, with
whom they share the metadata, and what specific functions it had. The information was broken down into 32 activities in total. In addition to the interviews,
documentation on the broadcasting process automation was consulted. The
metadata exchange standard resulted in a flat list of about 150 metadata ele-
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ments. Other reference material in the project included available metadata
standards such as MXF (Material Exchange Format), in particular DSM–1,
the Descriptive Metadata Scheme, and the P/Meta Scheme. These helped in
determining the DDV metadata model, but did not meet all the needs of the
system. The information systems involved in DDV will eventually have their
own proprietary metadata model.
The metadata exchange standard requires further work. It is necessary to specify some metadata aspects such as field name, syntax rule and multiplicity.
The DDV and new scheduling information system metadata lists must be
cross-referenced. Furthermore, modelling the flat metadata list will group metadata according to the structure of television programmes like serials or series,
programme, episode and item. However, it is also necessary to group ‘process’
metadata according to the type of activity and the user groups involved.
Three information systems will be implemented by the end of the year 2004:
1.
the broadcast management system for programme scheduling and
traffic, called Power Station
2.
the media asset management system (MAM) that will become the
central repository
3.
the Netherlands Institute for Sound and Vision multimedia catalogue
and long term archive, called iMMix
Parties involved will use a standardised web interface to write and update the
public metadata in the new central scheduling system using the metadata
exchange standard. This dictates how to supply metadata and which metadata
are to be exchanged. Guidelines will ensure parties exchange the necessary
metadata correctly. Correct data entry is of the utmost importance for the effectiveness of a metadata exchange standard.
To conclude, some experiences from the metadata project are noteworthy. It
turned out that the interviewees, especially those from the broadcasting companies, found it difficult to think beyond their own particular task. They failed to
recognize the ‘write once, use many’ principle and kept thinking within the context of their own department. Apparently they were unused to thinking of data
in terms of usefulness to other parties. In addition, the interviewees often confused ‘data’ and ‘metadata’ or had difficulties in thinking in terms of metadata
at all. The complexity of rights administration caused a further hindrance.
Much will change for the audiovisual archivists. The audiovisual documentalists
are cataloguing specialists who know about metadata. However, pre-archiving
during the production and broadcasting process implies that documentalists
will spend less time on author and title cataloguing. Many new kinds of metadata are involved in the automated broadcasting process that he documentalist
does not know enough about. This means that traditional knowledge of
indexing will not be enough in the near future. Smulders suggested the archive
cataloguers develop a broader perspective outside the archival context. She
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recommended they study the metadata of the non-archiving processes, develop
technical knowledge of the production and broadcasting processes, and expand
their knowledge of data modelling. Archive departments will survive by coming
out of their shells.

HANNEKE SMULDERS
Hanneke Smulders worked as independent consultant in the field of information and knowledge management, after graduating from Library School in
1984. She later founded the consultancy firm Infomare. Smulders specializes
in formulating management specifications for large collections of documents
from email to video and photos. Over the years, she has been active as a consultant in several media management projects in the Dutch production and
archive environment.

Metadata exchange: write once, use many (from: presentation Smulders)
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NEW METHODS OF SEARCH,
RETRIEVAL AND ARCHIVE
CATALOGUE ENHANCEMENT
R e p o r t b y C h i n g Ye e L a i

SEARCHING + NAVIGATING = FINDING
( Ti m o K o u w e n h o v e n )
Why do many people tend to be satisfied with the first ten hits they get
from Google? Clearly professional archivists and researchers know a
text box for searching is not a panacea in itself. Given the divergent software, information architecture and prototype solutions, we must be able
to assemble a better search interface eclectically and provide a tailored
service to our users. Kouwenhoven discussed the issue also from the
angle of multimedia retrieval.
Researchers used to look for information by inquiring with librarians or searching
the catalogue card drawer. Computers now allow users to make inquiries by
free keyword search, facilitating their research in a number of ways. However,
the appropriateness of the keywords is crucial to the right inquiry. This often
causes a lot of trouble to users unused to dealing with jargon and terminology.
The problem is even more acute for users looking for information, but unable
to handle a search engine using queries. Additionally, search results are often
unreliable. The search engine may produce enormous numbers of results suffused with errors: false negatives if the result does not fulfil the need and is a
wrong match with the query, and false positives if the result does not fulfil the
need, but is a good match with the query.
Example
To a mechanic, a 'shot' fan belt was a worn one. To a bartender, a 'shot'
was a one-ounce glass of whiskey. To a decathlon champion, a 'shot' was
an iron ball to be thrown as far as he could throw it. To a tennis player, a
'shot' was what he stroked over the net. To a junkie or a physician, a
'shot' was an injection by hypodermic syringe. To a motion-picture director,
a 'shot' was any given camera setup. And to Morris Bloom, a 'shot' was
something fired from a gun you could buy off a shelf like a ripe banana.
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I was very happy I wasn't learning English as a foreign language; I was
far too old to be taking a shot at such a formidable task (from: Jack and
the Beanstalk).
There is a great diversity of information sources and systems. Users find it
difficult to get a complete overview of all relevant information sources and it is
hard to establish which system contains what information. On top of that, different
terms and jargon are used and there are a wide variety of search engines. In
fact, search and retrieval are complicated matters. A proper user interface
should understand the user’s questions, give users a quick overview, provide
alternatives and connect people.
A good search system needs a content management system (CMS). This CMS
is structured by metadata: information on (content) information. Metadata characterizes the content information in its different aspects by a limited number of
keywords. It structures the various types of content (documents, data, persons,
video clips, etc), subjects, relationships between documents, accessibility and
context. Metadata categorizes content as if it were kept in a card drawer.
Content management is therefore a way of managing metadata. However,
metadata schemes are often produced from a librarian’s perspective, which is
likely to differ from the user’s perspective. The key issue is to mix the different
perspectives of the supply side with that of the demand side. Interface design
should also consider the specific requirements of different kinds of user
groups.
Timo Kouwenhoven recently conducted research on the specifications for a
search interface with the multimedia catalogue (iMMix) at the Netherlands
Institute for Sound and Vision. The iMMix project needs to accommodate a
diverse group of potential users. These include broadcast professionals, educational users, commercial companies, cultural heritage organizations, academic
researchers, as well as private individuals. All these different users make different demands. The largest group are broadcast professionals and even they
have many different ways of looking for information. Programme makers in
various broadcasting departments produce different genres, which attunes
them to different search modes.
News editors and current affairs journalists, for example, usually know exactly
what information they are looking for. They use the search interface to locate
the information. Given the time pressure in their working environment, they
cannot view the materials and therefore rely on the descriptions found in the
catalogue. Conversely, professional researchers for documentaries cover a
particular domain they know. They are inclined to select topics on the search
interface and scan through the result list. Unlike journalists, they can spend
time viewing all the materials. Production assistants on quiz programmes, to
name another group, mainly look for stock-shots to illustrate questions. They
seek inspiration in the collections, which means that they want to browse
through the catalogue. They have relatively abundant time to search for and
collect the audiovisual sources they need.
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Technically speaking, the journalist needs a search engine with fairly high precision: the first set of answers (top 5) should fulfil his needs, and he does not
mind if certain answers are missing. Documentary makers have contrasting
needs: they want extremely high recall. They want to survey all the material
regarding their inquiry, and they do not mind if wrong results permeate the
more relevant ones. They would rather check them all and then make a selection.
The last group, the quiz programme makers, are basically not looking for
material that conveys a story, like the previous two, but looking for stock-shots.
For them it is of the utmost importance that they can choose from the actual
shots, rather than textual descriptions. They may even want example pictures
and then ask the system to provide similar ones.
A search engine nowadays has to be based on customer needs and behaviour.
Thanks to modern technology, engineers and scientific researchers have been
able to develop content management systems and search engines to meet
these needs. New search interfaces, such as that of the iMMix multimedia
catalogue at the Netherlands Institute for Sound and Vision, even use images
to support customer queries. Interviews with potential users reveal that they
strongly prefer to select on the material with the help of pictures. Interfaces
capable of producing key frames of the audiovisual content are much more
gratifying. A limited number of stills give the user a pretty good idea of a particular audiovisual programme. Other tools in development include the Video
Automation Suite, which provides real time detection of images within a video
stream. Finally, it is crucial for users to be able to view the actual content
directly through the interface. It means they do no longer have to wait for the
physical film or tape to arrive before it is possible to actually see the material
they were looking for. These and related developments are revolutionizing the
way users find their way through the catalogue and the material they seek,
Kouwenhoven concluded. This will deeply affect the way customers interrelate
with the audiovisual archive and vice versa.
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Keyframes: gives an idea of the contents of a 30 minutes video in 6 stills. ‘Ari Vatanen races uphill on the Pikes
Peak (Colorado) with a Peugeot’ (from: presentation Kouwenhoven)
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BUILDING AN INTERACTIVE PEER-TO-PEER
NETWORK FOR USER ANNOTATION
(Frans Hoving)
The DIVA organisation is developing an interactive historical network. In
his speech Frans Hoving explained how the concept connects all users,
be it private individuals or public institutions, by means of peer-to-peer
technology, comparable to the Napster network. Users can publish their
own historical documentation, comment on each other’s contributions
and establish relations between files and documentation. This digital
'archival' structure is facilitated by a community service. In this user network, knowledge and information can be both generated and shared on a
large scale.
Founded in 1999, DIVA is the Dutch umbrella organization for Record and
Information Management and Archives. Most of their members are public and
private archives, professional associations and educational institutions. DIVA
recently launched a project called Digital Community of the Past (Digitaal
Genootschap van het Verleden, DGV), based on Napster-like technology.
The main objective of the DGV project is to establish a network in which digitized individuals’ historical information can be connected to databases at large
cultural heritage institutions. Hoving observed that these institutions primarily
provide public access to their collections through their catalogues and inventories, rather than through the actual content and its context. The visitors researching the institution’s collections, on the other hand, are often more knowledgeable about the content. Especially in the digitized era, a huge group of people
publish on history, after conducting research on their home computers and
using them to store and process information. This creates an opportunity for
DGV to improve the supply of historical knowledge by enhancing the exchange
between users and institutions, as well as between users themselves.
For this project, DIVA conducted a feasibility study on four issues: utility and
value, information services, technology and costs. Three main user groups
were identified: cultural heritage institutions, individuals interested in history,
and historical societies and Internet communities. The last two groups significantly overlap.
Utility and value are mainly determined by the interactions which take place
and people’s motivation for participating in knowledge exchange. Individual
users appeared to value appreciation of their identity, the opportunity to
express themselves, recognition of their work and knowledge, and the chance
to exchange not only information but also personal views with one another.
Professional institutions see the project as an opportunity to broaden their
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outreach to the public and provide better services with additional information
contributed by the public. It must be stated, however, that all these clear
advantages are conditional on a number of factors, such as the amount of
information retrieved, its quality and the value of participation in the exchange.
The question of which information services should be provided produced three
answers. First, the network should allow the publication of information items,
regardless of the file format. Second, it should allow the enrichment of published
data by the addition of comments and references to related information. Third,
it should enable interaction between its users, creating a community in which
the participants cannot be anonymous. This is because of the problems of
authenticity and reliability which of course pervade the Internet. The study tried
to identify which technology was required. The project needs to cope with the
diversity of data formats and determine what protocols and standards were
required to support the specific demands. It is necessary to construct a system
that supports scalability and guarantees performance and availability.
Finally, the study addressed the problem of financing the whole project. The
Ministry of Economic Affairs supported the feasibility study. A new grant would
enable the project to build the technical infrastructure for a peer-to-peer environment and test it. An urgent question arises regarding the maintenance of the
system. Would it be possible to charge for participation? This will undoubtedly
create a psychological threshold: if people have to pay for information, they will
look elsewhere on the Internet. Secondly, there is the practical problem of who
will do the bookkeeping.
For further investigation, three pilot tests will be conducted. One deals with the
relation between professional institutions and individual users. It will take place
in the Municipal Archive in The Hague, which invites the public to annotate its
collection of photos. Questions have to be answered on the role of the heritage
institution: whether it is possible to rely on an autonomous process without
central guidance, what value is there for the individual user, i.e. why should he
share his knowledge and what will he get in return.
A second pilot seeks to establish the role and function of historical societies.
The Drenthe provincial archive has a particularly large network of historical
societies. There, the project will study the role these societies play in the supply
and exchange of information, related to digitized maps in the archive, and
whether it is possible to create an Internet community to process this particular
historical material.
The third pilot addresses professionals and concerns the interactive participation of academic research centres and educational institutions. The project will
study this topic in the Nijmegen municipal archive, in the east of the
Netherlands. The archive contains a large database with information on all
houses in the old city. This database is linked to old and more recent maps in
a GIS-application. A great deal of information has also been gathered on this
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same area by archaeologists, historians and other professionals. The question
is whether it is possible to offer them a meaningful environment.
Hoving expected the project to offer a sound basis on which Napster-like technology for historians can grow. He stressed, however, that the project is definitely
not meant to replace the existing historical websites and societies. It serves
only to add value to existing information by providing an environment in which
information can be discussed and interpreted and in which connections can be
made between individuals and a community. The final question is then, where
does this kind of project leave the professional archivist. It was Hoving’s firm
belief that this development means a shift in knowledge from the archival institutions to society. The archivists will no longer be the only gateway to the information in their field. But, so he concluded, they will still remain the experts.

FRANS HOVING
Frans Hoving has a master’s degree in Archival Science. He also studied history
of the Middle Ages at the University of Amsterdam. He is currently working as
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Napster project.
2005 (from: presentation Hoving)
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FROM CONSUMER TO (ONLINE) PRODUCER
(Henk Duits)
The Municipal Archive of The Hague, the Netherlands, has encouraged
the public to visit the website and help catalogue old photographs by
adding e-mail comment. This user participation is a great success but
it requires additional archive capacity to process all the contributions.
A solution has been found: users will be seduced into inputting their
information directly into the archive database. A Virtual Reading Room
will be created.
The Municipal Archive of The Hague is an archive and research centre for the
history of the city, which is the royal residence. The archive houses a wide
variety of materials such as historical documents, photographs, drawings,
prints, maps and audiovisual footage. It has a reading room open to the public
for free consultation. Every year, twelve thousand people conduct research in
this reading room. The archival collection provides information for a wide range
of research topics, but most of the research is connected to genealogy.
The public has been co-producing information since 2001, when the archive
launched a search and information system named Archimedes. In the on-line
catalogue, queries can be performed simultaneously on all databases of the
different collections. The archive allows visitors to annotate the material in the
catalogue, adding remarks to existing descriptions. However, they cannot put
their information directly into the catalogue, being restricted to comments
through e-mail. The information is first checked and reviewed by professional
archivists. The main acceptance criteria are: ‘could it be true?’, and ‘is it not
offensive?’.
Archimedes has turned out to be a great success. Henk Duits illustrated that
the identity and subsequently the historical value of some archival photos
would not have been determined without the descriptions provided by the
public, who supplied contextual details such as street names, people’s names,
the ongoing activity, etc. Archimedes marked an important change in the role
of visitors from consumers to co-producers of information. However, it also
meant that the archive had to put a lot more effort into processing the added
information and verifying it through further research or discussion with those
who supplied it.
A new search and information system has been developed. A Virtual Reading
Room will be created to check and review descriptions made by the public.
The system contains a collection of microfilm images and is based on simulation of search patterns performed by numerous visitors interested in genealogical
research. The aim of the Virtual Reading Room is to seduce the on-line visitor
into describing the images. Unlike Archimedes, the system will directly store
the additional information in the system database and make the information
immediately searchable.
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This project will start with a collection of 190,000 marriage certificates from the
period 1811 to 1923. Groups of volunteers will digitize this microfilm collection
in order to make it accessible on-line and to allow visitors to add information to
the website certificates. Duits believes this project will contribute to the social
coherence of the city.
Because this follow-up to the Archimedes system stores the visitor’s information
directly into the database, professional archivists no longer check the new
data. At least not directly, as was the case with visitor e-mails. In fact, it is possible
for the users to check themselves and each other. One can easily amend the
information in the database of the Virtual Reading Room.
Making archival collections available on-line would create great opportunities
for user participation, concluded Duits. This will also enhance the archive’s
catalogue. It was a big step from the user being a consumer of archival information to the role of co-producer in the first Archimedes system. Now he has also
become a producer of information. Subsequently the role of the professional
archivist will increasingly become that of moderator and supervisor.

HENK DUITS
Henk Duits has a master’s degree in Archival Science and has taken various
courses in the field of record management, law and art history. He was also
trained as a teacher. Duits worked as record manager in the province of North
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Archive of The Hague.
Virtual reading room:
adding information
to marriage certificates
(from: presentation Duits)
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AUTOMATED INDEXING
Report by Stefan Acquilina

MULTIMEDIA INFORMATION
TECHNOLOGY FOR ANNOTATION
(Arnold Smeulders)
Multimedia information processing covers a broad area of technology
development from conversions and genre classification to automatic
interpretation and augmented annotation. The state of the art has yet to
produce a single feasible solution to all reasonable inquiries, but in the
area of video archiving digitization will spark quite a few minor revolutions. Still, some fundamental questions remain.
Arnold Smeulders, together with his co-researcher Franciska de Jong, is
currently conducting a government-funded research programme called MultimediaN. They are working with several archives, technical and scientific research
institutes, commercial as well as public. The four to five year project concerns
automatic annotation and therefore content exploration of speech, images and
text. Smeulders described the state of the art in multimedia information technology with regard to automatic annotation. He prepared the presentation in conjunction with De Jong.
Basically, multimedia information processing is about content --- whether still
pictures, video, speech, signs or text - metadata, digital systems and interaction.
Ultimately, it is all about providing access to the (audiovisual) content using
metadata and features of the content itself. To do so, multimedia information
systems must be able to store, index and display audiovisual files, and to
recognize the features of speech and visual objects. In addition, they must
have search capabilities. All this has to be incorporated in the digital broadcasting workflow, from production to postproduction to archiving. The current
digitization process, storage needs and connectivity command it.
The automated annotation of digital (audiovisual) files is an important current
development in visual and audio information technology. A lot of research is
underway in this difficult field of speech and image recognition. Some indexing
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and search tools are already in operation, but many problems remain, especially
in the realm of video indexing. The main problems researchers face are the
semantic gap and the sensory gap. In addition, there is the issue of the so-called
keyword funnel, which occurs in the case of keyword descriptions of audiovisual files.
Image recognition for the computer is about the ability to detect an object. A
computer, with its binary system, only recognizes (series of) bits when they are
absolutely a hundred percent identical. There is no such thing as similarity.
The visual dimension includes many different views of the same object, due to
differences in illumination, background, occlusion, viewpoint etc. For humans,
an image that varies in these respects is still the same image. The computer,
in contrast, sees the same image with slight variations in position or illumination
as several different images. This is the sensory gap. It is about the difference
between the object itself and recognition of the more generic visual features of
that object in the recording. Detecting a face for example is still very difficult for
computers. It is possible though, to establish the algorithms of the frontal face
of a VIP. This is also possible for a number of different positions of this face.
However, the face will not be recognized if it is suddenly shaded in one image
or another, or if it turns to an angle not established in the computer algorithms.
It remains impossible to ask a computer to look for a random face, because
the conditions are unknown.
For humans, object detection comes from long experience with viewing and
particularly with interpretation. Nowadays computers can translate French into
English because they have ‘learned’ to recognize signs, but they have problems
with identifying objects. What a computer can do, is identify patterns of bits but
not their meaning. A computer might recognize the movement of an object,
but computer techniques are not good enough to detect a random object in a
random setting, because this requires an interpretation process. This is not
something a computer can yet do. This is the semantic gap between the raw
video data and their denotation. It is about the difference between the object
and its meaning and context.
The same applies to audio files, although speech recognition is less complicated
than image recognition. The computer is able to transcribe the words spoken
and in what order. But if many people are speaking, dictation algorithms do not
work. These are only able to recognize segments of a specific acoustic nature.
The state of the art in technology is a 20% error rate in broadcast news transcriptions. This is an average rate in terms of international benchmarks. Sometimes
the error rate ranges from 1 or 2% to over 50. It mainly depends on speaker
type and speaking styles. If a speaker is husky, for example, or in a noisy environment, the result of the speech indexing process will be limited because of
the sensory gap. The semantic gap occurs if it is difficult for the computer to
detect the meaning of the topics spoken about. Incidentally, major languages,
like English, French, Italian or Mandarin, are more advanced in voice recognition
than minor languages like Dutch.
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But, Smeulders is convinced that the sensory gap and semantic gap will be
bridged. Researchers have already developed search tools able to recognize
scene-invariant features of an image in visual collections. Characteristics of
textures, materials and skin types – is it a snake or is it human? – can be stored
in feature files. This makes it possible to search for images using other images
as examples. The computer searches for similarities, whether they be literal,
perceptual, semantic, object-tied or genre-tied. The issue of literal visual
search, i.e. the identical appearance of an image, has been solved. Genre is
on its way. Searching through genre resemblance is based on similarities in
visual patterns with respect to one particular class of features, for example the
component attributes of a motorcycle.
Audio searches can be improved with the help of text features. Transcripts can
provide speaker identification, topic detection and classification, and information domain models. However, descriptions of audiovisual files are often reduced
to keywords. Restricted numbers of keywords lead to severe information
reduction on the text, which is called the keyword funnel. This may be useful
for hand drawn search but full text retrieval is better for digital search tools.
The more information sources are available, the better the tool can combine
these sources into an intelligent composition. By now, search tool word recognition performance is reasonably good, taking into account that the error rates
for content words are better than for function words. The average precision is
over 50%, which gives sufficient accuracy for audio fragment retrieval.
Automated annotation technology will progress further. It is already clear that it
produces the best results if image, speech and language indexing techniques
are integrated. But, multimedia retrieval still suffers from the sensory gap, the
semantic gap and the keyword funnel. Particularly in vision, the computer is
still pretty ignorant. Manual annotation will therefore always be needed, as
Smeulders stated. The new indexing techniques are to be regarded as very
useful additional tools, but will not render cataloguers superfluous. Information
specialists are needed to contextualize the information. And they are the people
who will have to adopt new technologies already on the way.

Detect a visual object: what pixels form an object in the real world/object detection requires long-life experience
with meaning. (from: presentation Smeulders)
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SPEECH RECOGNITION
FOR AUTOMATED INDEXING
(Matthew Marks)
Speech recognition is a powerful technology but it has its limitations.
What can it do and what can it not do? If applied carefully, speech recognition can be a useful tool to the archivist and broadcaster. BBC researcher
Matthew Marks spoke on the subject and included a demonstration of the
way speech recognition enabled the automatic capture and indexing of a
10,000 hour audio archive for instant retrieval.
The BBC Research & Development department is currently researching
speech recognition for automated indexing. This is a very important objective
for multimedia information retrieval throughout the broadcasting environment,
including the newsroom, other programmes and the archive. Marks distinguished
four different speech recognition research topics: speech recognizers, automatic
indexing, use in other applications, and phonetic searching.
There are various types of speech recognizers. They differ largely in the size
of their vocabulary and the number of different speakers they can handle.
Existing dictation package programmes such as IBM’s Viavoice and Dragon,
contain a large vocabulary but can only be trained with a voice they recognize.
At the other end of the scale, there are small vocabulary recognizers which
can handle multiple speakers. These are, however, not very useful for broadcast
material.
Most efforts have gone into the development of general-purpose recognizers.
But to date, as Marks made clear, this is still an imperfect domain. To make the
speech recognizer work, researchers first have to train the system with accurate transcriptions. This includes sounds, timing of words, nuances etc. It is a
laborious technique. For instance, there are often various homophones, e.g.
to, too, two etc. Once this is done, the speech recognizer is able to come up
with words that represent identifiable sounds. The researchers then use the
language model, which includes feeding the recognizer with millions of words
of example text. A huge amount of data needs to be entered to enable the
system to know the probability of one word appearing next to another, i.e. in
context. The method is similar to the way a baby learns its language. But the
system does not behave like a human being, and it therefore does not actually
understand what is said. It neither understands what a sentence is, nor does it
know the context of a story. It is bound to get things wrong. The error rates
vary with type of reader and setting. A trained reader shows good results, but,
in contrast, unscripted readers and words spoken fast are not accurately
recognized. Besides, outside a studio environment most words are wrongly
recognized. There are major error rates in practice. The state of the art in news
programmes is an average error rate of 25%, and this is only very gradually
improving.
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One of the main questions is how this technology can be used in automated
indexing in the broadcasting environment, despite its shortcomings. Marks
explained the European THISL (Thematic Indexing of Spoken Language) project,
in which the BBC Research department has actively participated since the end
of the nineties. The project has focused on the retrieval of multimedia information, primarily in written and spoken text. It provided a system which performed
the recognition of broadcast news speech, from which it could produce multimedia indexing data. Such a system is now in operation at the BBC. It includes
automatic scheduling recording, which is subsequently stored onto discs and
then fed into the speech recognizer. Every file is then indexed, which allows for
retrieval through a web interface. The THISL search engine first shows the
search results and subsequently produces the output of the speech recognizer,
being the story text. The system remains incapable of inserting punctuation,
nor is it able to detect the beginning of a new sentence or paragraph.
However, some recognizers are able to identify a change in speaker. In the
end, indexing algorithms plays a crucial role in the effectiveness of the system
as a whole. When the indexing system is designed to cope with the errors the
speech recognizer produces, it obtains substantially better results. In the end,
automated indexing can enable free-text search of large amounts of audio without manual input. It is of great importance though to keep the speech recognizer’s vocabulary up to date, because the system continually has to be able to
recognize new words. However, one has to accept, that automated indexing is
not suitable for all types of material.
Speech recognition research results also proved very effective for other interesting applications in the broadcasting environment and consequently for the
archive. Particularly in subtitling, advanced techniques have been developed.
In order to generate pre-recorded subtitles, a general purpose speech recognizer
aligns the programme script with the audio. What is said in the programme is
transposed into subtitle text. Moreover, details of speaker and scene allow for
automatic colouring of the subtitles, so that it is clear which speaker says what
in a specific scene. Shot change detection allows automatic timing of the subtitles. Although the system does not produce perfect subtitles, it reduces the
tedious work of subtitling manually. Alongside pre-recorded subtitling, speech
recognition systems are used for live subtitling. This is especially useful for
programmes without a script. In contrast to pre-recorded subtitling, this requires
a speaker-dependent recognizer. In fact, the subtitler re-speaks the programme.
The spoken words are converted to subtitles. These can also be perfectly repurposed for indexing. The appliance of speech recognition in script and metadata capture is in direct line with this live subtitling technique. The recognition
technique produces a transcription of a programme played from a server and
re-spoken. If required, other data can be captured.
The last category of speech recognition research Marks discussed was that
of phonetic searching on audio files. This search method does not actually
recognize words, since the system translates the audio into sounds. The audio
is pre-processed into a stream of phonemes. Search terms are converted into
phonemes and are used to search the audio. This technique does not require
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a vocabulary to be kept up to date. It is completely unaware of context.
However, because no indexing takes place, searching of large amounts
of material will be slow.
Marks made it clear that speech recognition technology is very important for
indexing and retrieval of audio material. Although it is not applicable to all
types of material, it has to be considered a useful weapon in the archivist’s
armoury. But, Marks was also cautious. Technology is improving, but slowly
and it still has a long way to go. He therefore urged the audience to be suspicious
of unrealistic claims by the industry for the technology’s capabilities. And he
underlined this by his final words: try before you buy!

M AT T H E W M A R K S
Matthew Marks has been with BBC Research & Development department fulltime since 1990. He has worked in several areas of the department, mainly on
audio and applications of speech recognition. He has been involved in projects
such as audio/video synchronisation and dynamic range control for DAB
Digital Radio. His work in speech recognition has covered studio automation
and live subtitling as well as archive retrieval.

Automatic indexing: THISL (from: presentation Marks)
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MULTIMODAL INDEXING OF VIDEO
( M a r c e l Wo r r i n g )
Automated indexing of video still trails far behind human capabilities.
Progress is being made in computer vision, speech recognition, audio
processing and language processing. However, for automated indexing
these sources cannot be considered in isolation. Effective indexing
requires a combination of sources. Marcel Worring presented a general
framework for multimodal video indexing along with results for both soccer
games as well as news broadcasts.
Worring is co-founder of MediaMill, centre for multimedia applications, which
develops flexible solutions for automated and semi-automated indexing of multimedia. Currently, MediaMill is working on a prototype search engine for soccer
video, called Goalgle, and one for news video, called NewsRePortal. A webbased interface provides browsing and retrieval functionalities. This interface
allows users to jump to video segments from a collection of pre-recorded and
analyzed soccer matches based on queries for specific players, events, matches,
and/or text. In the domain of multimedia processing, the main focus is on interactive retrieval. But, that does not alter the fact that the quality of retrieval is
determined by the process of indexing.
Annotation is required to manage video content. Until now indexing has been
done manually by documentalists. For large video collections, however, manual
annotation is a time consuming and expensive task, and often a rather tedious
one. Methods for automatic analysis and indexing of video assets are therefore
being developed. Many solutions to video indexing have used a unimodal
approach, which means they focus on either the visual, auditory or textual
modality. But, why is it, Worring asked, that most methods are based on these
single modalities, and why is it they focus on the content alone? Multimodal
analysis is a much more promising method.
Basically, when someone is searching for television broadcasts, he is looking
for semantic events. This is especially true for news broadcasts. However, a
computer cannot do this. Technology is not yet advanced enough to enable the
computer vision or speech recognition algorithm to detect these semantic
events. Computer technology can detect a specific anchorman, monologue or
weather report, or a split screen interview. These are not precisely the semantic
events the user was looking for, but it assists semantic indexing by filtering the
whole set of data and reducing it to its interesting parts. Subsequently, the
annotator or documentalist can add the semantic information. Things are less
difficult with sports, especially soccer games. Here, semantic concepts reign
supreme: the user wants to find highlight events such as goals, corners, cards
and substitutions, or is searching for a particular player. Soccer therefore presents
a good example for researching multimodal video indexing.
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Various different information sources can provide the necessary data on soccer
video. Video data not only contains visual and auditory information, but it also
contains captions and overlay. Extra information about the soccer game can
be found in the speech recognition results on the voice-over, in Teletext and on
the Internet. Moreover, as Worring stressed, a video document is authored.
The author selects multimedia layout and capture parameters based on pre
defined intention. The author of a video document uses images, speech and
text to express his ideas. The content of a video is thus intrinsically multimodal.
So, why not use multimodal automatic methods for finding semantic concepts?
In researching new solutions for video indexing, MediaMill developed the
Multimodal Framework from an author’s perspective. Using visual, auditory
and textual modalities as information channels, the author of a video document
combines a layout with a specific content to express a predefined semantic
idea. From a computer point of view, one could trace the line of how a video
document is created by the author and reverse this process for analysis purposes. First there is the semantic layout, from which a semantic index hierarchy
of four levels can be defined. The first two levels are related to the document
as a whole: genre sports and sub-genre soccer. The third and fourth level are
defined as logical units and named events (short segments) within the content.
Subsequently, the content is created, which can be divided into locations,
objects and people. And finally, the layout considers the syntactic structure of a
video document. For each modality this structure is based on a temporal
sequence of fundamental units. Aggregated fundamental units such as sensor
shots (camera shots, microphone shots, text shots) are imposed upon these.
These units are for their part concatenated by using transition edits (cuts,
wipes, fades). The final component of the layout is the optional visual or auditory special effects.
It is necessary to reverse this authoring process to analyse video with a view
to indexing. It is then possible to move from the elements of the layout up to
the semantic levels of genre and sub-genre level, finding the logical units and
named events. A video document must therefore be dismantled into its layout
and content elements. For this purpose, unimodal analysis already provides
the four basic elements of video segmentation: reconstruction of the layout and
capture parameters, and the detection of people, objects and locations. Layout
and capture reconstruction in the visual modality, for example, includes shot
detection, special effects detection, overlay detection, camera angle, close up
views etc.
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Meanwhile, several of these detectors have been built for soccer games or
news. A very important element is specific keywords in textual sources, such
as the words ‘goal’ or ‘card’, and the names of various people. Detecting faces
is still almost impossible, but knowing that a certain person is present is very
useful. Audio data enable the indexing tool to detect the excited high pitch
voice of the commentator, providing additional semantic information. However,
the programme can still not differentiate between a goal, free kick or another
exciting situation. For further detection Video OCR (Optical Character
Recognition) can be a great help. This is a system capable of locating topics of
interest through the automatic extraction and reading of captions and annotations, therefore through text. However, spelling mistakes are easily made, so
using the name of for example a player from another source like the UEFA
website can be an extra help in establishing the most likely candidate for
detection.
After reconstructing the layout and content elements for all three modalities,
the next step in the inverse analysis process is integrated analysis of the layout and content to extract the semantic index. Before doing so, however, it is
useful to convert the modality of some elements into a more appropriate form.
Conversion of elements from the visual and auditory modality to text is most
appropriate. In the visual modality, Video OCR can convert captions and overlays into text. In the auditory modality speech recognition tools can convert
speech into transcripts. A multimodal pattern must be defined to connect these
to one another. Patterns are defined in terms of detector results and the relation
between these results in time. An unknown event is defined in terms of what
happened before, during and after, and the relation between these. For instance,
the soccer search engine, Goalgle, incorporates example patterns for all
elements, like goals, red cards etc. The computer is capable of learning from
this large set of examples.
The computer is not likely to replace human capabilities in indexing audiovisual
files, stated Worring. But automated indexing can be very helpful in saving
time and reducing tedious tasks. To support the indexing of video, the reversal
of the multimodal authoring process should be considered, including style and
capture parameters. Unimodal indexing is just a part of the process. Analysis
should start from the bottom of the process, and this includes data as well as
the author’s intentions when he created the video.
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The multimodal framework (from: presentation Worring)
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AUTOMATED INDEXING
- HEAVEN SENT OR SPAWN OF HELL?
(Christoph Bauer)
Using some examples from EU-funded projects and other test runs of
tools for automated indexing, Christoph Bauer’s presentation showed
the limits and opportunities, benefits and risks, advantages and disadvantages of implementing these new technologies in the daily workflow
of audiovisual archives. He explored the inescapable changes in these
workflows and the impact on the archive staff.
The effects of automated indexing on the archive’s workflow, costs, business
and customers can easily be construed as either purely positive or as an archivist’s worst nightmare, making people redundant and information inaccessible.
In the last four years, Bauer and his team at the Österreichische Rundfunk
(ORF) archives have been working on a number of research projects.
Throughout his lecture, Bauer therefore juxtaposed the conceivable positive
and negative effects of the new developments. This put things in perspective.
Firstly, Bauer presented the results of speech recognition research he and his
team have conducted. Tests were carried out to see whether this new tool
was capable of detecting the accurate speech performance of speakers in the
Austrian parliament. Initially, it seemed that the system could not distinguish
between music, speech or noise. To the speech recognition system, it appeared
that the delegates were mostly singing, that most delegates were missing the
point and hecklers just produced noise. Besides, the system often seemed to
reverse gender: female voices became male and vice versa. A year later, an
industrial company tested the same system on news programmes, at which
point the results appeared to be near perfect. But, when the ORF conducted
the test on both the Austrian parliament and Austrian News, it showed that the
results were indeed slightly better, but still not good enough for the system to
be reliable. It simply promised more than it could deliver.
On the other hand, a research project on image recognition and similarity
showed very good results. The project was called Primavera and developed
in conjunction with German and Italian colleagues. The system’s shot detection
performance was nearly perfect. Similarity was also very promising, even
though the user had to know exactly what he was looking for. However, the
system showed less promising results on low-level features, including detecting
day and night scenes, or winter and summer scenes, producing a disappointing
50% accuracy rate.
Bauer considered the impact of these new technologies on the archive’s workflow. He distinguished between high and low level indexing tasks. For high
level indexing more human resources will be available, allowing the addition
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of meaning to the multimedia catalogue. More sources can be indexed, and a
higher granularity in indexing can be achieved. This will also save time for low
level indexing. However, low level indexing in particular has negative effects
on the workflow. There will be fewer people and more machines. The same
number of indexed sources will be produced by fewer staff. In addition, low
level indexing swamps comprehensive indexing, which makes the work more
boring. And from a truly pessimistic point of view, it is conceivable that low
level indexing will eliminate the human element totally, since it is able to do the
work more efficiently.
With regard to the cost effects of the new technology, different departments will
view the subject from different angles. Without major changes to the budget,
automated indexing can provide more output and higher quality. In addition, it
is possible to develop new kinds of products. Moreover, the quality of the staff
will improve, since the archive will be more willing to invest in high level and
specialized employees. The company, however, will pursue smaller budgets.
It will be proclaimed that the same output should be delivered with less money
and fewer staff. Decreasing quality will be accepted. Only IT costs will remain
stable, since there will be greater dependency on the IT department and on
vendors.
There will also be a dual impact on broadcasters’ business. On the one hand,
it is very likely that the new tools will produce new and high quality products.
The information that the user wants will be more rapidly available, increasing
appreciation of the archive department. The archive will be able to react adequately to variable requirements. On the other hand, however, it is possible that
new technology will eventually produce fewer products and lower quality,
decreasing appreciation of the archive department.
Reviewing the various effects accompanying the introduction of new indexing
technologies, Bauer addressed some recommendations to the seminar audience.
He presented two approaches to the new situation. It is possible, he said,
either to believe in high-gloss brochures and laboratory tests, or to believe
your own eyes and your own test results. It is possible to regard automated
indexing either as the replacement for highly trained staff, or as a useful
‘goody’. It is also possible to either anticipate cost savings, or to expect them
to be unlikely. And finally, it is possible either to forget that an acclimatisation
period is necessary, or not to underestimate the acclimatisation period staff
and customers will need. Bauer clearly regarded the latter options as the more
realistic. On the whole he is not pessimistic about the future. He joked that
automated indexing could also be great fun: in the various tests, several
humorous side-effects appeared among the serious results. His final conclusion
therefore was that automated indexing is neither heaven nor hell. The impact
on the archive will depend on how the new tools are used within the company
and the daily workflow.
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Automated information isn’t Heaven nor Hell either (from: presentation Bauer)
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ARCHIVIST OR MEDIAMANAGER?
Report by Dalida van Dessel

ARE WE STILL DOING THE SAME JOBS?
AN ACCOUNT OF THE INA EXPERIENCE
Marie-Claire Amblard & Dominique Saintville
As an answer to the changing archive environment INA launched the
Plan Patrimoine (Heritage Plan) in 1999, generating the development of
new digital tools. In parallel, a massive migration plan for legacy holdings
was started. The archive’s organisation and professional practices were
deeply disrupted. How did INA manage this huge change? Have the targets
been achieved? What was the impact of the Plan Patrimoine on the archive
jobs and usage? Marie-Claire Amblard discussed the Plan itself and
Dominique Saintville reported on the consequences for the archive jobs.
The Institut National de l'Audiovisuel (INA) was established in 1975 as the
national audiovisual archive with a public, industrial and commercial role. It
consists of several departments, two of which have direct archival missions:
the Inathèque is responsible for the administration of radio and television legal
deposits; the Archive Department preserves and exploits public broadcasting
holdings and legacy archives. Other missions lie in the fields of production,
training, research and rights management and sales. In total 950 people work
at INA of which 300 in the Archive Department. The television archive holds
more than half a million hours of old television material and newsreel collections
and it grows yearly by 37,000 hours. The radio archives holds 600,000 hours
of old radio material and gains 16,000 hours of new material every year.
THE HERITAGE PLAN
Amblard began by saying that by the end of the nineties the internal organisation of INA was no longer satisfactory. Users complained about the quality
of the archive’s service: it took too long to get the material they wanted, and
it was too expensive. Besides, users did not know precisely where to apply,
because there were two archives both cataloguing the same broadcasting
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material. Documentalists not only catalogued the programmes, but also handed
out images to INA customers. However, they worked on a textual database
with no direct access to the images for the user’s selection. So, they did not
have an overview of the actual content of INA’s holdings, which hindered the
service.
In the field of preservation, only token efforts were made to conserve legacy
material, let alone attempt digitization. There was simply not enough time and
money. Because of the lack of preservation projects and the resulting deficit of
(digital) copies of archival material, original material was used when requested,
with the risk of damage or loss. Finally, the archive was not ready to integrate
the digitally born material originating from the modern production process of
French broadcasting organisations.
In 1999 the Plan Patrimoine was launched to arrive at a permanent solution. It
profoundly altered the institute and the tasks of the employees. The project had
two main goals. The first was to persuade the archives to increase the use of
the audiovisual collections and to implement technological changes, particularly
digitization. The second goal was to improve INA’s image and restore the
relationship with its most important partner: France Télévision. The Ministry of
Culture funded the Heritage Plan. In exchange INA was to reduce costs and
reach quantitative objectives in 2003.
The Heritage Plan consisted of three different projects. The first was to develop
a large digital collection using various strategies: systematic preservation and
digitization of existing radio and television holdings; digital preservation on
request; and the off-line recording of new (digital) programmes. By the end of
2003, 126,000 hours of television material had already been digitized. The
second project was to restructure the archive’s services and the third to implement tools to operate the digital collection.
These plans had major consequences for the whole INA organisation. First
there was the merger of the two existing libraries into one big library. At the
same time new work processes and methods were introduced. This presented
the greatest challenge, because the staff were not always happy about the
changes. Secondly, the three main services of INA were to be reconstructed.
The preservation department acquired the tasks of collecting the videotapes,
managing videotape movements, implementing a migration plan and database
quality control. Customer services answers user requests, whether they come
from broadcasting users or commercial and cultural users. The thématisation
service now organises INA’s digital holdings into categories (themes, events or
personalities) which are readily intelligible to the user, rendering content easily
searchable. And thirdly, the technical facilities department was integrated into
the archive.
STILL THE SAME JOBS?
Saintville discussed more specifically the impact of digital techniques on the
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archive jobs at INA. She divided this impact into four different categories: the
new working environment, the re-allocation of tasks, the emergence of new
jobs and the transformation of the research and communication jobs.
In the new working environment the digital image is omnipresent. In the last four
years 150,000 hours of audiovisual material have been digitized. The images
are accessible online for the customers and the archive librarians through multimedia interfaces that integrate text, sound, key frames and video. Most of the
work processes are managed via workflow applications and e-mail. The use of
paper forms is becoming increasingly rare, as is the circulation of physical
tapes.
The intake and cataloguing tasks have been re-allocated. These are no longer
performed by the archive. It is the broadcasting organisation itself that takes
care of the cataloguing and indexing of the programmes and Inathèque, the
legal deposit service of INA, is responsible for the recording and intake of the
new material. The metadata on the programmes is directly imported into the
archive’s database. The actual programmes are recorded off the air, digitized
and stored in the archive’s multimedia asset management system.
The re-allocation of tasks implies that the archive’s librarians no longer need to
spend time on cataloguing and indexing new programmes. They have acquired
new editorial duties, support customer services and carry out a task called thématisation. Thématisation means the development of a corpus of audiovisual
documents, which are hierarchically organised. It is intended to make access
to the collections easier for customers. The archive stock is divided into three
main categories: themes, events and personalities. In these categories, corpuses
are hierarchically organised into subsections to enable the user to narrow or
broaden his search in small steps. For example, within the category of Themes
he can select sequentially Music, Jazz, Unusual Scenes and ultimately arrive
at Ella Fitzgerald at the Antibes jazz festival. The customer has several search
options in the archive system: through item description, key frames, browsing,
and displaying the storyboard of the document.
This thématisation is a totally new approach to content in the cataloguer/librarian’s work. They organise the audiovisual material contextually. This means
they develop a much more critical attitude towards the content, because each
of the items incorporated in the corpus has to be valued against existing documents in the archive. This new way of working increases their knowledge of
the collections. One of the inherent advantages of this system is that the
acquired knowledge is shared with others and no longer confined to one person.
These new tasks are also much more rewarding to the librarians, because
they demand increased expertise and input. The librarian’s editorial role has
expanded: he can select the corpuses and items and the way they are structured.
He is also called upon to promote the corpuses. Not all cataloguers are used
to this pro-active role, but at INA they are getting better at it.
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The transformation of the workflow at INA has had a positive impact on the
customers, especially on image researchers from the broadcasting organisations. The quality of customer services has increased. Not only have delays
between request and issuing of the audiovisual documents decreased, but
content expertise is now also available, if needed. Moreover, viewing has
become much easier and the selection of material is no longer hindered by the
limitations of the old analogue carriers. Finally, the autonomy of the costumer
has increased. All this has increased use of the archive holdings.
The impact of the changes on the librarians is far-reaching. They have less
administrative work, less handling of physical materials, and more time to
devote to research and viewing support. On the other hand, the work has
become more complex because of the new tools and the new organisational
structure of the archive. This is, however, partly compensated by these same
tools and by the relatively easy access to the images. The limited knowledge
of new programmes among the librarians is still a problem, and so is the increased burden of copyright expertise. And finally, because of the new workflow
there is also less human interaction between librarians and other colleagues
and customers, because they can do their basic research alone.
In answer to the question ‘are we still doing the same job?’, one might reply
that INA librarians’ jobs have definitely changed because of the new workflow.
Many rather boring tasks like cataloguing have been replaced by more
rewarding tasks. But, as Saintville emphasized, it is important to recognize that
librarians have not totally become media editors. They remain curators who
carry out preservation work, and mediators between the content and the user.
The tools have changed, but the role has not. Being a media editor is part of
the actual job, but has not taken over the job. It has enhanced it.

Tools and processes: the communication workflow (from: presentation Amblard/Saintville)
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THE CHANGING ROLE OF THE INFORMATION
PROFESSIONAL AT THE BBC
(Joanne Evans & Heather Powell)
Over the last two years, the role of the information professional has been
changing at the BBC. Evans and Powell’s seminar presentation described
how this role has evolved, the reasons why it is changing and the benefits it is bringing to the BBC. The situation in the BBC English Regions
was used as a case study.
The British Broadcasting Corporation (BBC) was founded in 1927 as a public
service broadcaster and works in all areas of the media around the world:
radio, television, Internet and print. Besides the traditional broadcasts, the BBC
also provides digital channels, interactive television and extensive Internet
service, which allowed the general public to download clips from BBC programmes. The archive holds more then 750,000 hours of television programmes,
and with all these new services and the subsequent increase in re-use of
material, demands on the archive continue to grow.
Joanne Evans talked about the changing role of archive cataloguers, the reasons behind this, the benefits and the practical consequences. An audiovisual
cataloguer’s tasks currently include identifying and selecting material, capturing
it, storing and preserving it. Most time, however, is spent on cataloguing and
indexing. Retrieval of the archive’s audiovisual materials for re-use by programme makers is often the last step. All this is done after programme transmission.
Media asset management has recently become a key concept in the job profile
of the cataloguer at the BBC. It encompasses the processes and the systems
responsible for identification, capture, digitisation, storage, cataloguing, retrieval,
and use and re-use of multimedia material. It is essentially the same work
audiovisual cataloguers have always done but now in a digital context. The
work is about efficient retrieval of material from the archive. There are several
different concepts of the librarian of the future. Bob Boiko, writer of the acclaimed Content Management Bible (2001), sees them as Metators: as technical
writers, indexers, and editors of electronic publications; as librarians or archivists with a knack for technology. Michael Bauwens, Belgian writer of books
and articles on the impact of virtual communities and on (virtual) libraries and
information management, sees them rather as Cybrarians: librarians who navigate in cyberspace and manage the network of information and knowledge
within a company.
At the BBC the new information manager is a media manager in charge of
digital collections and legacy systems. Crucially, he operates upstream in the
production process, so no longer only after broadcast transmission. Media
managers nowadays make sure that the programme makers adhere to the
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archive’s Information and Automation (I&A) policies and standards, so that
the archive works smoothly. This occurs at all BBC departments throughout
the country. The main reason for these developments is the changing position
of the archive in the workflow of the BBC. It no longer operates at the end of
the broadcast production process but rather in the middle or at the beginning.
Upstream, media managers can add more value to the process. The aim is to
ensure that ‘archiving’ is incorporated from initial content production and no
longer regarded as an afterthought. This is a consequence of digital workflow
and the exchange standards it adheres to.
Media managers are involved in three types of work. They conduct audits:
they work with programme making departments and take inventories of what is
produced and what is worth archiving. They also manage information, adapting
the material to archive standards to enable its current use and future retrieval.
And finally they help to establish and support new systems and appropriate
new media processes. In the future the focus will be on the last two tasks.
In fact, in the BBC digital workflow media managers are ambassadors for the
information and computerization process and the archive. They go down to the
work floor and explain the function of archiving and the role of the media
manager to programme makers, technicians, production assistants etc. They
try to create more understanding and cooperation and help to solve problems.
These activities require the media manager to learn new skills alongside those
of the traditional audiovisual cataloguer. Unlike the classical archivist who was
quite a loner, the modern media manager must be outgoing and have good
communication skills. He must be able to train and coach people working in a
new environment. And of course, as Evans emphasized, media managers
must be able to deal with digital systems, data and processes. In short, with
information technology.
The benefits of the new digital media management are already clear. At the
BBC the retrieval of archive material has improved because clear rules have
been implemented. In addition, the costs of storage have been reduced because
media managers prevent unnecessary duplication of material. And finally,
re-use of material increases because in the digital workflow it is more easily
available. More extensive archive use allows the BBC to meet its legal and
historical obligations to preserve the audiovisual heritage and use it actively.

… IN THE BBC ENGLISH REGIONS
Heather Powell concentrated on the changing role of the information professional
in the BBC English Regions. Although BBC headquarters is in London, a high
proportion of the BBC programmes are made outside the capital. Because the
worksites are smaller and more flexible these business units make good test
areas: there is more direct feedback from the archive users. This is an account
of the development of the digital newsroom in Norwich.
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Powell stressed that by placing the archive cataloguers upstream in the programme departments, they can support programme makers managing their resources
and their costs without introducing new technology. Audiovisual cataloguers
currently use traditional methods, but in the programme department, i.e. the
newsroom, and not in the archive itself. The new style newsrooms are open
spaces where everyone, including the archive cataloguer and the journalist,
works side by side. The archive cataloguer works at the heart of the newsroom. He ensures that incoming material is labelled according to strict conventions to render the metadata re-usable. In this respect, he is the living conscience of the newsroom. Media managers still catalogue the programmes, but
focus more on in-depth description, leaving basic description to the journalists
themselves or to automated indexing. Their role is to ensure consistency and
control in the newsroom. Their work in the programme department is not paid
for by the archive but by the programme makers, who see them as cost effective
and an asset to an effective newsroom practice.
The introduction of the new digital workflow when the archivists were integrated
into the newsroom presented many challenges. The first was to create a
common goal for the production department and the cataloguers. This was
problematic, because many of those involved feared the changes. They were
afraid of the new technology and some of them felt that they would lose their
job. Others felt the reverse: they thought it would not affect them at all. Much
work also had to be done on integrating the production and archive systems
and models, because they turned out to be very different and often did not
connect. Everyone was involved in the adaptation of the systems, so in the
end people felt that they had a grasp of the technology and lost their fear of it.
The newsroom training rollout proved very useful in persuading the production
department and the archive to work together properly. There was a twelveweek training programme before the newsroom could function in its new
shape. Everyone involved in the newsroom needed to be acquainted with the
media managers’ tasks, because programme makers needed to change their
work habits in order to accommodate the media managers. It was therefore
important for them to understand why they had to do things for the archive,
otherwise they would not be willing to cooperate. The increased workload for
the media managers which accompanied digitisation meant the main users of
archive material, i.e. the programme makers themselves, had to do more of
their own searching for images and documents. This was a new role for them.
Powell pointed out that the managers of the transformation process would
have preferred a more detailed advance picture of the roles and tasks. They
continually asked themselves whether it would work out in the end. Everyone
had to be involved, especially the people whose work environment had not
changed for a long time. Feedback was very important; even negative feedback was something they wanted. Such processes are a learning curve, in
which those involved need to take lessons from their mistakes. Understanding
the big picture is important, Powell sais, but the small details must not be for-
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gotten. They are crucial in the learning process and in becoming a media
manager.
At the BBC the role of the archive cataloguer has changed and he has become
a ‘media manager’. In the past the programme maker, a customer of the
archive, made a phone call to the archivist and requested the archive material
he wanted. This is no longer the case and the ‘customer’ conducts much of his
own research in the catalogue available on the BBC-intranet. The media
managers now manage the service systems. But they are archivists too,
because they have the mentality and the mindset of information professionals.
They keep in mind the need for consistency and the need for long-term planning. So they are jacks-of-all-trades: cataloguer, archivist and system manager.
Powell sketched the less positive sides of the workflow transformation: it’s not
all a bed of roses. The new digital technology means the work will never be
static again. Change is the new constant, she said, and the people involved
need to accept that. It is very important that the original newsroom staff understand the new tasks that contribute to the process. That is why training is of
the utmost importance. Flexibility and adaptability are required of everyone
involved; not everything will work immediately as expected.
Finally, Powell summarized the skills media managers require in a contemporary broadcasting environment. They need good communication and persuasion
skills in order to work effectively with their new colleagues. It is important for
them to secure programme makers’ cooperation and especially to work with
great precision. Otherwise, it will become very difficult to retrieve the material
from the archive. They must be able to solve problems when things do not
work as planned. Basic technical skills and understanding are necessary to
make the new archive and its systems work properly. Above that, the media
manager needs to develop a support and learning network, since no specialized
training courses exist for these systems and developments. And, last but not
least, in such a changing environment they need a sense of humour when
things go wrong. One of the joys, said Powell, is to see the BBC's librarians
adapting successfully to their new roles as media managers.

BBC Norwich Newsroom
(from: presentation Evans/Powell)
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LOSING BOB & THE COFFEE MACHINE?!
– CHANGES, WORRIES & HOPES AT SWEDISH
TELEVISION.
(Ove Wahlqvist)
How digital have we become in our daily work, and in our minds? Are we
still able to see the advantages of digitization when struggling with the
tedious and monotonous tasks that flaws in the systems create? How
much do we as archivists need to know about digital techniques and
workflows? Should we cling to our old role, refine the way we describe
pictures to perfection, and maintain a perfect catalogue, or should we
accept the challenges of the digital scenarios? In his lecture at the seminar,
Ove Wahlqvist reflected on the future position of the archivist at Swedish
Television, SVT.
Wahlqvist’s presentation at the Media Management Seminar was primarily a
personal approach to how the changes caused by digitization affected him and
his colleagues. He facetiously compared the work environment in the analogue
and digital eras. He reflected on the changes and the doubts of audiovisual
archivists.
In the analogue era at SVT archives the broadcast material and the information
about it were clearly separated. There were the films and tapes on the one
hand, and the SVT card catalogue and, after 1974, the database on the other.
The archive was well known and respected by the SVT production departments.
As Wahlqvist put it: we were masters of the catalogue and we were proud of it.
Little by little, however, things became somewhat tricky. With the introduction
of several new television channels in Sweden, the number of programmes that
had to be catalogued increased dramatically, but the number of archivists and
cataloguers stayed the same.
It became impossible to describe all the material. This resulted in so-called
black holes: no longer were all programmes catalogued and sometimes the
programmes that were catalogued could not be retrieved. The number of black
holes even increased after the introduction of the 10 second rule: images and
stock shots under 10 seconds were no longer described. It was unlikely that
these sequences could be retrieved after storage. It was a period of quickfire
choices, discussions spreading like bushfire and constant lack of time. And
there was also the classic archive staff issue of personalization of techniques
and information. Many archivists had buried themselves in specific processes
and subjects, and whenever they were unavailable, or maybe in a bad mood,
some tasks would simply not be carried out. Wahlqvist embodied this kind of
archivist in the matchstick figure of ‘Bob’, the archive’s specialist on a certain
topic, in this case ‘heavy metal’.
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The digital era arrived with the introduction of a 24 hour news channel in
Sweden five years ago. Besides considerable scepticism about the entire
concept – a CNN in Sweden! – the archive cataloguers faced even greater
problems. A flood of new files was produced and it was often hard to identify
the origin of the items, or when they had been broadcast. All this resulted in
much confusion among the archivists. The former ‘masters of the catalogue’
started to lose their grip, because it was unfeasible to catalogue all the new
material as fast as necessary in the old-fashioned way.
This was initially exacerbated in 2001 by the hasty introduction of a media
asset management system, called Meta. It was an editorial and production
system created primarily for the news department, not an archival system. It
boasted great features, like file transfers, thumbnail pictures and browse
copies. The problem, however, was that this system was incompatible with the
archive’s digital system. Rampant duplication produced complex file transfers.
The cataloguers felt that they had become ‘invisible librarians’. They spent
most of their time on checking, changing and deleting the incoming material.
By now, digitization at SVT has caused radical changes in the archive and in
the news department, which is one of the main users of the archive. Both have
become digital environments. Several programme makers can use the same
material at the same time, which was not possible in the past when the whole
process of production and archiving was still analogue. Journalists do much of
their own research because the material is more readily available. The cataloguers catalogue directly in the Meta system, using the browse files. There is no
longer any need to wait for VHS tapes, so that part of the working process has
become easier and faster for the cataloguer. Legacy material is digitized when
the customer demands it, as well as chronologically, step by step.
The SVT archive today is still a mix of analogue and digital. And there is still
personalization. ‘Bob’ is still around when one needs his expertise on a certain
field. But more changes are about to come. Archivists have been increasingly
integrated into the production environment, but they need to learn a lot more
about the technical side of broadcast production. The archive employees still
feel a bit uncomfortable. They sometimes see themselves as prisoners of the
new technique. This is partly due to the introduction of the new technology
from outside. The cataloguers did not opt for this particular system. They are
losing their pride in cataloguing. It used to be their speciality but now their
work is mainly done by computers. Digitization has its boring side. ‘How can
you be proud of 300 perfectly transferred files?’ Wahlqvist asked rhetorically.
In the future the new Meta system at SVT will hold all the programmes.
Actually, it is being created now and will be up and running in 2005. The
search engine will be improved and there will be better control of the catalogued items. It will be possible to directly trace archive material that has been
used in broadcast productions. And finally, the SVT archive catalogue will be
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integrated into the system. So no more complex file transfers and no more
boring work, Wahlqvist predicts.
As regards the future of the archive and the archivist, Wahlqvist strongly
believes that the need for archive material will increase, due to the inevitable
expansion of broadcasting channel numbers and transmission time. That is
why the archive staff need to retain the knowledge of how to handle and restore
old material. On the other hand, archive employees are moving further away
from their traditional archivist role. They work throughout the production
departments, everywhere and nowhere, and will turn into media managers.
Archivists will no longer congregate around the same coffee machine everyday.
Wahlqvist is basically confident about the future, but it is also a challenge. And
where does all this leave ‘Bob’, who knew everything about heavy metal?
Wahlqvist thinks ‘Bob’ may become surplus to requirements. Maybe the web
will be the archivist’s future home, gathering all useful archive information.

Checking, changing, deleting (from: presentation Wahlqvist)
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CONCLUSIONS

CHANGING SCENERIES,
CHANGING TOOLS, CHANGING ROLES
SEMINAR CONCLUSIONS
by Annemieke de Jong
The seminar included discussions on every theme and ended with a
general debate. Annemieke de Jong, member of the organizing committee, summarizes the various issues emerging from these discussions.
She classifies these issues in the three related areas in which the transformation of audiovisual archiving will take place: sceneries, tools and
roles. The last naturally permeates the other two. Each section sums up
the main issues before retracing the course of the discussion and summarizing conclusions. It should be noted that the seminar emphasized
the broadcast archives rather than the national audiovisual archives.
CHANGING SCENERIES
Where will audiovisual cataloguers work tomorrow, who will be their
colleagues and what will their jobs be like? Discussion focused on the
possible integration of the archive and the production environment, the
changes of workspace and position. Is complete abandonment of the
archive possible, probable or inevitable?
Most seminar participants were convinced that the digitization of the audiovisual
production process will place the archive department in the middle of the production chain. The change will be gradual: involvement of the archive in production
will grow with the development of digital systems. It was expected that professional presence of av-cataloguers would be required from initial programme
concept to broadcast. Their job will be to ensure data gathering complies with
archival policies and standards. With this new position and new tasks the audiovisual cataloguer will acquire a new name, and become a media manager.
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Working model
What part of the organization will media managers belong to? Will they continue
to work for the archive, or will they become members of the production team
where they spend most of their time? The participants strongly disagreed
about the actual merging of the archive with the production department. Some
foresaw a future where the archives will be an integral part of the production
process. Others only expected this to be the case for news production.
The question arose whether production teams need to pay for media managers
from the archive. Some participants argued that employing media managers
will obviously save time and money. They organise information and know
where to allocate relevant material in a short time span. These skills allow for
a merger of media management tasks and researcher tasks. In this way costs
of hiring independent researchers would also be cut.
BBC representatives explained how they developed a conceptual model which
will be piloted. Production staff and archivists/cataloguers will develop the role
of media managers. In the past, cataloguers maintained production links, learning new production skills and helping to log new material on filming locations.
In the new world, cataloguers will be based in production teams as media
managers working upstream and not at the end of the process. Their role will
be to set metadata standards, establish templates for production, monitor quality
of metadata, log, catalogue and implement selection and retention policies.
They will manage content and associated metadata throughout the production
chain. If this trend is pursued, the role of the cataloguer/archivist will change
dramatically.
SVT cataloguers in the audience felt it most important that media managers be
involved in the early stages of a broadcast production. When they can perform
quality control from the start, the metadata standards can be used throughout
the whole process. As long as the production team knows how to deliver the
material to the archive, the media manager does not have to be physically present in the department. Besides, there will never be enough staff available to
put an archive media manager in every production team.
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Existing collections
However, it was foreseen that not all archive staff would be sent out to work in
a production team. RAI has numerous documentalists working on re-documenting legacy materials, in view of their great production value. Within INA, a
national archive, cataloguing is almost fully externalized and conducted by the
broadcasters themselves. INA cataloguers now focus on enhancing the
indexing of the existing collections, and expanding their role as mediators between customer and content. Archive staff at Denmark Radio said they definitely
will not be working in the production office: their new Media House had just
been completed and the departments are separate. The same might apply to
the Netherlands Institute for Sound and Vision which is currently erecting a
new building. These experiences caused the audience to have reservations
regarding integration in production and the eventual full abandonment of the
archive.
Archival vision
The audience felt that all this would not prevent media managers from being
‘mobile’ and attending producers’ meetings. A solution could be to second
cataloguers to production for a certain period after which they return to the
archive. Another possibility is to place them part-time in a production team,
while the remainder of their time is spent on archive work. Many among the
audience believed a mix would be most likely, media managers staying at their
own desk as well as working on the production floor. This would guarantee
media managers maintaining an independent attitude in the production environment, and not forgetting their archival vision.
The situation will also depend on the type of programme media managers
work on. News is dynamic and requires intensive media managing (feeds,
rushes etc.) Long-term programmes have different requirements. At the BBC,
media managers work in both departments. In newsrooms they assist in the
rapid use of materials. In supporting the creation of long-term programmes,
they set up templates and archival keyword structures and conduct research.
They may also go on assignments with production crews and log the images
on site. A number of participants felt that media managers’ job rotation should
be restricted to avoid them working on too many types of programmes at the
same time, as this would be confusing for all parties.
CHANGING SCENERIES: CONCLUSIONS
It was generally felt that the audiovisual archive and the production environment
will change significantly. The archive process will inevitably become part of the
production process. The type and extent of the merger will differ from archive
to archive, from organisation to organisation. The change was expected within
the next five years.
The digitization process will not only change the jobs of cataloguers but also
those of producers. They too will have to adapt to the new technology and all
that goes with it, including indexing conventions. There will be a convergence
of tasks in the long run.
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Working in the production environment will take up much of media managers’
time. However, their job description should also encompass the classic tasks
of a cataloguer: taking into account future use and long-term preservation of
material. This goes way beyond the direct needs of any production department,
but the participants considered it a residual key responsibility of the archive.
Some felt this to be one of the main reasons why media managers should not
work full time at the production department. After working on a production team
for years in a row, they would risk losing their professional archival attitude.
Alternately, working on long-term preservation and media management will
guarantee a balanced perspective on the content. It was suggested that media
managers should take turns in performing different tasks, like production,
archiving and customer services.

CHANGING TOOLS
The presentations on the emergence of advanced search engines, peerto-peer networks and catalogue input by users, provoked discussions on
future methods of annotation. Main focus: will it be necessary and feasible to continue professional manual cataloguing of all materials?
One of the panel emphasized that technology would mainly automate what we
see and not so much what it means. As search engines – however intelligent –
will hardly be able to automate this kind of presentation and interpretation, the
adding of higher semantics will continue to be the task of the professional
cataloguer. Quality service to customers is also impossible to automate.
Gaining deeper knowledge of search behaviour, however, was thought crucial
to improving annotation in general. The discussion revealed that cataloguers,
although specialists in structuring information, are themselves not always
aware whether their work successfully interfaces with user demands.
The audience agreed that it would be interesting to allow the public to give online comments on old televisions footage. It was accepted that a user community
created in a peer-to-peer network would become an alternative source of
advice. The conclusion was nevertheless that the content specialist - despite
advanced search tools, user networks and annotations by the public - would
still have to continue to perform the cataloguing. The audience felt that, on the
whole, adequate annotation in the area of archives and documentation cannot
be done properly without the help of professional terminology and knowledge.
Contextualization
All participants acknowledged that much future description and cataloguing will
be automated. A major portion of the material will be indexed automatically, at
least at the author/title cataloguing level. The exact percentages will differ from
archive to archive, depending on the desired level of manual detailing for each
genre. One of the participants remarked that the automated process will mainly
concern programmes which were not catalogued in the past, due to lack of
archive resources.
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Both participants and speakers agreed that it will be some time before automated
indexing technology replaces manual annotation, because of the complexity of
the interpretation process. Besides, the output of this technology should still
always be managed and supervised by the cataloguer, to make sure the
indexing has been performed properly. In addition to the manual checks, the
cataloguer/media manager will have to enrich the minimal, formal information
automatically generated. In many cases, this metadata will need contextualization, requiring the skills of the cataloguer/media manager.
Dilemmas
With the archive collections expanding, much of this manual cataloguing will
probably have to become entirely demand driven, predicted one participant.
Professional dilemmas will inevitably arise. Cataloguers/media managers will
be aware of the improvement in search results achieved by a more precise
description. But there will be simply too much material to fully catalogue, and
they will be forced to comply with business driven archive policies.
The expectation was expressed that the results of automated indexing, however
minimal, may eventually suffice for up to 70 or 80% of all customer requests.
One of the participants said real life experience called for caution here.
Searching in automatically generated indexes takes a lot of time, precisely
because of their lack of accuracy. This causes a problem for newsrooms,
where speed and efficiency are essential. A practical example illustrated that
the result rate was currently no higher than 50%. But it was expected that
when people are used to the procedures, the result rate will rise to around
80%. The specialist skills of the cataloguer/media manager will provide satisfactory results for the remaining percentage.
CHANGING TOOLS: CONCLUSIONS
The pro’s and con’s of automated indexing were summed up as follows: the
introduction of this technology will allow 80% of programmes to be automatically
catalogued. Time will be saved on low level indexing and output will rise. More
humans will be available for the high level indexing on the remaining 20%.
Focusing on semantic cataloguing instead of mere title/author indexing, will
make the work more interesting.
However: automated indexing will not and cannot replace manual annotation.
The technology must be regarded as a very useful additional tool, but it will
definitely not make cataloguers superfluous. Automated tools currently generate
results still considered quick and dirty. Information professionals will be needed
to contextualize the information, to add precision and thus bridge the semantic
gap. The seminar participants were unanimous that automated indexing quality
should and could be further improved. After having listened to the expert speakers, it became clear that the technology will produce much better results if
video, audio, language and speech indexing techniques are combined.
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CHANGING ROLES
Digital production will radically change the job profile of the traditional
archive cataloguer. Discussion concentrated on unique selling points of
an archival background and the required digital skills and attitude. Four
new roles for the cataloguer may be identified.
Most people in the audience felt that the traditional role of the cataloguer
would be reduced in the digital workflow. Cataloguers will work on a combination
of files and digital information, supervising the overall workflow. Some participants thought that this supervision will prove essential, particularly during the
initial years of the digitization process. The cataloguers expressed a common
concern that automated import of production metadata produces a lot of incorrect information which requires labour and time to amend. All participants
agreed that traditional archival knowledge, such as keywords and information
structuring, remains crucial.
Professional mindset
Several speakers asserted that cataloguers possess the professional mindset
needed to guarantee the quality of information. They are aware of indexing
conventions and can be good advocates of their benefits. These features
make them unique in comparison to broadcast producers, for example. Many
archive cataloguers have university history degrees. Added to their work experience in the archive and their extensive knowledge of the collection, this
makes them best suited to selecting and interpreting the material, in view of its
long-term usage. Staff who merely manage metadata and files on the production
floor will lack archival knowledge and understanding, which may endanger the
company’s heritage.
Required attitude and skills
It was acknowledged that the cataloguing and production community remains
resistant to digitization. Both sides sense that a part of their job will disappear.
Their work will change but they do not yet know how. Some participants
argued that digitization is ‘just another instrument to do the job’. They claim no
one will have to change their mindset about their work. It is basically all about
using different tools to do the same thing.
Participants were unanimous in that cataloguers who physically work in a digital
production environment, will have to shed their traditional hermitic attitude.
Working closely with producers, researchers and production assistants, they
will require the right communication skills. The job will be to persuade, to convince production people of the necessity of orderly arrangement of the information, thus promoting the digital way. Media managers will have to help make
the production staff understand the new tasks, and persuade them to cooperate.
They will need a lot of flexibility and adaptability, especially in the transition
phase, when systems and people do not immediately do the things they are
supposed to do.
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Technological knowledge
The unanimous conclusion was that media managers cannot do without some
understanding of IT. Technological insights and skills will be needed to be able
to work with digital systems. One speaker stressed the need for sufficient
knowledge of metadata, other than archive metadata (like process metadata,
technical metadata, production metadata). To be able to influence the way digital systems are constructed, implemented and used in a network, media managers should also have basic knowledge of data and process modelling. The
problem remains that most audiovisual cataloguers are generally not IT-minded.
A member of the panel suggested involving this particular group as much as
possible in developing digital systems and setting up digital workflows.
CHANGING ROLES: CONCLUSIONS
The seminar presentations and discussions defined four new roles for the future cataloguer:
1.
Media manager
Media managers assure the process of collecting and managing metadata and
digital files in catalogues, production systems and storage servers, from the
very beginning of a production up till transmission and final archiving. They will
structure the materials to archive standards and guard and maintain the quality
of the information to facilitate retrieval and re-use. Media managers also supervise, check and enhance the output of automated indexing processes.
2.
Ambassador of new technology
With their knowledge of cataloguing rules and their understanding of the technology, media managers will establish support for the new systems and accommodate the media process at the user end. Media managers will educate producers and programme makers as prime users of the archive, in working with the
new systems, introducing the new technology and explaining the benefits of
information management. This role will encompass specialized skills and
knowledge of the content, workflow, types of metadata and information strategies
that these areas provide.
3.
Media editor
An important future task may lie in the repackaging of archive resources into
new data structures, products and presentations. Reducing traditional cataloguing tasks will provide room for new editorial tasks like re-documenting legacy
materials and presenting digitized archival content in new on-line collections.
When the public become producers of information, the cataloguer will increasingly change his role to that of a catalogue supervisor and moderator.
4.
Content specialist
Archive staff should continue to concentrate on preservation, bearing in mind
the need for long-term planning. Cataloguers will need to preserve knowledge
of how to handle and store old materials, keeping them alive for re-use and
consultation. A change of perspective is needed here, from media preservation
to content preservation. In preserving the material, user demand must be analysed longitudinally. In general, the role of mediator between content and user
will grow.
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(with thanks to Dalida van Dessel,
M e n n o H e l m u s , C h i n g Ye e L a i a n d S t e f a n A q u i l i n a )

ANNEMIEKE DE JONG
Annemieke de Jong heads the Information Policy department of the
Netherlands Institute for Sound and Vision. After working in the cataloguing
department for many years she specialized in multimedia information and
automated indexing. She has written a highly esteemed book on metadata.
She is a member of the FIAT/IFTA Media Management Commission.
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EPILOGUE

Annemieke de Jong looks into the future beyond the seminar. Starting
from the implications of the new digital environment, she envisages the
challenges for the audiovisual archive and its archivists. Both will have
to find new balances.
IS IT DIGITAL OR IS IT AN ARCHIVE?
Server-based broadcast production will set momentous cultural and organisational changes in motion. These changes may be expected to have a much
greater impact than the transitions from film to video, from card catalogues to
information systems, or from manual to automated workflows. Beyond the digital
transformation of departments, staff, materials and workflows, the shift will also
involve complex conceptual issues, in particular for the archive.
The seminar’s presentations and discussions illuminated the future archive and
archiving process from two different angles:
1.
‘Archive’ as a physical entity: a department or a building, with a defined
collection in analogue and digital storage areas, and a staff of cataloguers
and archivists.
2.
‘Archive’ as a process: a dynamic, decentralized activity as an integral
part of the digital workflow, operated on all production sites in the company.
These divergent perspectives generate current strategies and expectations,
but have yet to be brought into balance.
FROM ARCHIVE TO ARCHIVING
In the networked production environment data will be processed from distributed
databases and servers. Metadata and materials are continuously created,
updated and deleted. These highly dynamic surroundings do not conceive of
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an actual centre or physical entity where all content is centrally stored and
distributed. Instead, the centre will be an act, the act of Media Asset
Management (MAM). MAM permanently sets and re-sets the parameters of
interoperability between systems, between departments and between people,
shaping opportunities for re-use, creativity and rights tracking of all company
assets. MAM is not a system, a department or an archive, it is a huge ongoing
process, a central philosophy that aims to manage media life cycle ideas right
through production and transmission.
Electronic media management may be much more complex and sophisticated
than audiovisual archiving, but it can hardly do without classical naming conventions, unique ID’s and other key metadata. There can be no MAM without
basic information management principles. Skills and knowledge from this
domain must be incorporated in the digital production workflow. This informational side of media asset management may well originate from the archive.
Cataloguers/media managers can be seconded to the production departments,
offering their skills and experience and thus helping to professionalize the
workflow. But eventually it will have to be the knowledge that swims upstream,
not the people. Production departments will have to acquire the skills to manage
their information. Employing media managers from the archive might well be a
temporary measure. In the long run, media managers are likely to become
integral members of production departments. At this point in time, archival work
on digital assets will have completely dissolved into the production process.
HERITAGE CONCERNS
A shift from archive to archiving will involve risks for the preservation of company
heritage. Broadcasters’ archive policy has to meet legal and historical obligations. A proportion of their output qualifies as national heritage and must be
preserved for posterity. If the archive is integrated in production, there will be
no separate, physical archive, except the analogue legacy holdings. The digital
collection will contain raw, unedited material and stock for publishing and
sales, as well as programmes with a company’s exclusive copyright which
require preservation. All elements of this digital content will be treated as
potential corporate assets, and there will be no particular reason to keep the
assets apart.
This situation raises several urgent questions. Which department will be formally responsible for the selection and preservation of digitally born material?
How can these activities be incorporated into the production workflow? How
can the existing infrastructures of national audiovisual archives be adapted to
digital production procedures? And what type of publications should provide
selections for long-term preservation: programmes, channels, or materials from
other platforms like the Web, mobile and video on demand services, interactive,
personalized applications, etc.? These issues need to be addressed soon to
prevent the loss of large parts of our newly produced collective memory.
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A TOUGH CHALLENGE
Cataloguers may well forfeit a proportion of their professional pride, at least in
the initial years of digitization. No wonder. Evidently, archival skills will no longer
be the exclusive property of archive staff. Intelligent search engines and user
participation will deprive cataloguers of their status as the single gateway to
information. Their true calling, precise manual cataloguing, is likely to become
entirely demand driven. Part of this traditional occupation will be performed by
machines.
Digitization can also be seen to create many new opportunities. There will be
an increase in re-use of materials. Archival skills incorporated in production will
render the materials more easily accessible. Archive collections will grow substantially. Technology will generate a higher output of indexed materials and
create more time to focus on the legacy programmes, in-depth cataloguing
and preservation planning. Online collections will support customer autonomy
and user participation, which will ultimately enhance the archival collection.
Obviously, it will be the cataloguer/media manager who will help to make this
all happen.
It will take some years before these benefits come into full bloom. Clearly,
migration from analogue to digital will not be accomplished overnight. In the
transition phase that lies ahead, the concept of archive and archiving will inevitably change. Floating between physical and virtual identities, the archive will
have to re-establish its position in the organisation. In the process, audiovisual
cataloguers will face a tough but interesting challenge. In a shifting environment, they will have to rediscover their professional selves. They will need to
become a bit of everything: system manager, content specialist, information
expert, researcher. Efforts must be made to discover a completely new balance
between traditional knowledge and new skills, between managing digital information and focusing on the legacy collections and the companies’ heritage.
Cataloguers will be dared to remodel their professional values and adapt them
to the emergence of new ways to organise, preserve and exploit what used to
be called an archive.

ANNEMIEKE DE JONG
With thanks to Eva-Lis Green
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Voting during the seminar discussions

Discussion during the seminar: chair Menno Helmus and Eva-Lis Green
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